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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
NATURE AND IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM
Since education should be a means of preparing a
student for adult life, many educators believe that a well-
rounded curriculum should offer driver education and driver
training to all high school students* The vast majority of
our present high school population will undoubtedly be our
drivers of the future, either driving for pleasure or as a
means of earning a living, since so many occupations today
call for an ability to drive a car, truck, or bus.
Statistics prove that nearly half of all the persons
in the United States over sixteen years of age drive motor
vehicles, with the number increasing regularly. The
1/
American Automobile Association says:
1-
Drivers age 16 to 20 years have five times as many
fatal accidents in terms of miles driven as drivers
age 45 to 50.
2-
In Cleveland, Ohio, students graduating from a
driver training course had only half as many
accidents per month of driving as their untrained
classmates
.
l/ American Automobile Association, Sportsmanlike Driving
Washington 6. D.C. 1947, p. 22.
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In an earlier study made at the Pennsylvania State
College of two comparable groups, there were 13
accidents for 250 non-trained drivers and only 5
accidents for the 250 trained drivers.
4-
A study in Delaware over a four-year period showed
that non-trained drivers had 46 per cent more
violations (arrests, warnings and accidents) than
trained drivers.
Further evidence that Driver Education and Training
pays dividends is offered by the Massachusetts Registry of
i/
Motor Vehicles, which feels that a 37 per cent reduction
in the number of automobile accidents over the period of
years from 1941 to 1946 may well be due to the Driver Edu-
cation and Training classes conducted in the State of
Massachusetts.
Age Group 16-17 Personal In.jury Accidents.
Year Number of Accidents
1941
1942
1943
1944
1210
No record kept because of the war
No record
No record
1/ Eugene J. Fanning, Supervisor of Driver Education and
Training, Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles,
Boston, Mass.
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1945 953
1946 767
1947 517
If a training course in automobile driving were
made a requirement in the curriculum of every high school,
traffic deaths could be reduced by 5,000 to 10,000 a year,
according to Dr. Wayne Hughes, Director of the National
i/
Safety Councils college and school division*
A safety council survey made among the Cleveland
high schools between 1939 and 1941 showed that effectual
driver training reduced traffic accidents by fifty per
cent, the council said.
”It is our firm belief that if every high school in
the nation would put into effect such a course, we would
see miracles within five years,” Dr. Hughes asserted.
Officials pointed out that statistics for 1946
proved that mile for mile the 15-24 age group was a third
more dangerous behind the wheel than any other comparable
segment of the population. That group accounted for 33.8
per cent of the nation's fatalities in 1946.
At present only 10 per cent of the 25,000 high
schools in the United States have what the council regards
1/ The Newport County Sentinel, Tiverton, Rhode Island,
January 1, 1948.
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as adequate driver training courses* And only a part of
the schools conducting such courses have actual automobiles
in operation*
AUTOMOBILE FATALITIES
1/
IN THE UNITED STATES FROM 1925-1944
UNITED STATES
1945-? 1935-36,100
1944-? 1934-36,000
1943-23,300 1933-31,078
1942-28,200 1932-29,196
1941-40,000 1931-33,346
1940-34,500 1930-32,540
1939-32,600 1929-30,858
1938-32,600 1928-27,618
1937-39,500 1927-25,533
1936-37,800 1926-23,264
Total -268,500 1925-21,628
327,161
268,500
595,661
l/ State of Ohio, Department of Education and Department
of Highways, Teachers Manual-Driver Education and
Training in the High School
,
Columbus, Ohio, 1944
pp* 21-22.
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AUTOMOBILE FATALITIES IN OHIO FROM 1925 to 1944
1945-? 1934-2,233
1944-? 1933-2,045
1943-1,323 1932-1,998
1942-1,783 1931-2,274
1941-2,458 1930-2,348
1940-2,070 1929-2,347
1939-1,903 1928-2,041
1938-1,922 1927-1,828
1937-2,616 1926-1,318
1936-2,389 1925-1,293
1935-2,355 Total -38,544
From these figures we are able to see a steady
increase in the number of automobile fatalities in the
United States covering the period of years from 1925-1943.
The number of automobile fatalities in 1940 practically
doubles the figure for the 1925 period. No figures have
been compiled for the years 1944 and 1945 because of the
war.
The sharp difference in the figures for 1941 and
1942-43 may well be attributed to the war also. At this
time the majority of the young drivers of the nation were
in the Armed Forces, the shortage and rationing of both
gasoline and tires curtailed driving, no new cars were
manufactured
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However, the comparison between the figures for
1925 and those for 1941 seems to indicate the real need
and worth of an adequate program of Driver Education and
Driver training* If the figures for automobile fatalities
in the United States are able to double over a period of
fifteen years, then a program whereby safer and better
trained drivers are prepared in our schools certainly
appears justified.
Plan of Procedure
At the beginning of this school year, when the
selection of a topic for the thesis was being considered,
the writer was attracted by a remark which was made by
Mr. LePnard L. Maine, the Superintendent of Schools in
Portsmouth, Rhode Island. Mr. Maine reported that at a
meeting of the Rhode Island School Superintendents in
September of 1947 the subject of Driver Education and
Training had been discussed.
The writer considered the possibility of surveying
this subject in the State of Rhode Island to determine
what was being done in the field. However, Dr. W. LInwood
Chase of Boston University considered the area too narrow.
He suggested that a nation-wide survey of this subject
would be of more value.
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The writer's further interest in the topic was due
to the fact that while in the Armed Forces he was assigned
to the duty of assisting in the Driver Training Program
that was carried out at the Signal Corps Officer Candidate
School which was located at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. The
duty was to assist in conducting the psychophysical tests
and the actual driver performance tests.
A letter in which the purpose of the problem was
stated and an accompanying questionnaire were forwarded to
the commissioners of the forty-eight State Departments of
Education. The review of the literature resulted in some
one hundred fifty letters being sent out for the purpose
of securing materials pertinent to the study.
The results of the questionnaire have been compiled
in ten tables followed by a summary.
A copy of the letter stating the problem and a copy
of the questionnaire which were sent to the education
commissioners of the forty-eight states are included here.
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725 Second Street
Fall River, 'Mass.
November 25, 1947.
Commissioner of Education
State House
Providence, R. I.
Dear Sir:
I am in the process of fulfilling the
requirements for the Master of Education Degree at the
Boston University School of Education. For my thesis
I have chosen the topic, "Driver Education in the United
States", and I am writing to you for the facts concern-
ing this subject in your state.
Would you please fill out the enclosed
questionnaire and return this form to me as soon as
possible in order that I might be able to complete the
returns from all of the forty-eight states?
j
If you have any comments or suggestions,
I would appreciate greatly your sending them along.
Sincerely yours.
.»
~
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Questionnaire for the Survey of Driver Education in the
United States
Place a check in the space provided for the answer*
Name of State
Yes No
1* Our state has a driver training program
2. The age limit for students in my state is
3* The course includes pupils from
Senior High School
Junior High School
Elementary Grades
4* It is sponsored by the A.A.A.
State Dept* of Ed,
Registry of Motor
Vehicles
Others (write in)
5* We use the dual control system
6* A driver’s license is issued to the pupil
who successfully completely the course
7. We provide for actual road training
8* This course is given by the teachers
the police
the Motor Vehicle Dspt
others
9* Wre use for driver training the school grounds
the highway
both
other
10* In our state there are
_
school systems which provide
this driver training, out of the
_____
total towns and
cities in the state*
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
DRIVER EDUCATION AND DRIVER TRAINING
IN PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS
1/
According to replies to a post card questionnaire
sent out in the spring of 1945 nearly eighty (80) per cent
of the city- and rural- school systems are doing prac-
tically nothing about driver education (classroom instruc-
tion) or driver training (road experience)* The inquiry
did not attempt to distinguish between schools giving driver
education and those giving driver education plus road ex-
perience. Sharp differentiation was avoided in order to
get the maximum number of replies. Where replies indicated
that anything was being done a follow-up questionnaire was
sent - this time a detailed questionnaire on methods, texts,
and costs. The detailed questionnaires have yet to be
summarized, but the impression given from a quick glance
is that a majority of those "doing something" do not have
much more than classroom driver education. Often this
"driver education" is a unit in social studies or in some
other course. A number of schools that had driver training
courses have apparently been forced to curtail or abandon
them because of wartime shortages.
l/ Preliminary Survey for the National Commission on
Safety Education, July 1945.
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Extent of driver education and driver training in school
systems .
Table 1 presents a summary of the number of post
card questionnaires distributed. Of the 8,000 sent 4,613
were tabulated. About one-ninth of the total (560) were
from rural-school systems (mostly county superintendents;
supervisory and union districts) 417 were from towns of
less than 2,500 population.
Roughly, therefore, 21 per cent of the replies came
from the so-called urban areas above 2,500 in population.
.
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From Table 1 can be noted:
(1) Thirteen per cent of the rural-school systems
reported "doing something"; in urban areas the proportion
runs around 20 per cent up to communities of 30,000 popu-
lation, then jumps to 31 per cent, and finally to 39 per
cent in the largest cities. For the nation as a whole 20
per cent reported activity.
(2) Nearly nine in ten rursl systems reported not
doing anything; six in ten of the largest cities also do
not offer any training.
(3) The per cent rex>lying in each case indicates
that the study should be fairly representative of urban -
school systems. Although the urban proportion replying
is only 16.5 per cent of the total, the rural per cents
on each item are not inconsistent with those presented by
each city-size group.
Number of schools offering training
Table 2 shows that seventy-three rural-school
systems reported one or more schools offering driver
education or driver training, or both. The median number
of schools was four (4) in the rural systems.
In the cities between the "under 2,500 group" and
the "10,000-30,000" group the median number of schools
offering training is 1.5. In the largest cities the
median is 3.8
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Briefly then, it may be said that of the rural
districts and largest cities offering driver education or
driver training, or both, the most typical situation is to
have these courses in four schools (usually senior high
schools)* In the middle-sized city, the most characteristic
pattern is to offer these special courses in only one school
in the school system* (Actually only 431 school systems
are shown in Table 2; Ten did not report the number of
schools in which courses were offered*)
TABLE 2 -NUMBER OF SCHOOLS OFFERING- DRIVER EDUCATION OR DRIVER
TRAINING, OR BOTH, REPORTED BY 4-51 SCHOOL SYSTEMS
City Systems
No, of schools Rural Under a
,
boo- 10,000- 30,000- Over
reporting Systems 2,500 10,000 30,000 100,000 100,000
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 16 88 146 57 30 5
. 2 9 2 4 6 6 5
3 9 — — 1 3 2
4 9 — — — 1 2
5 13 — — -- — 1
6
7
Q_
3
1 —
umtmtmm 1
2
0—
9
10- 19
1
i
—
1i
—
1
1
rH
— — — 1
4
20- 29 — — — ... 1
30 and over
_1
-
_ _ ...
— —
-
Total 73 90 150 64 41 23
Median 4.3 1.5
- A*JL 1.6 1.7 3.8
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Why courses are not offered
The inquiry gave school systems an opportunity to
report reasons why they were not offering special training
in the operation of the motor car. Table 3 shows a
distribution of the replies. The first six reasons were
printed on the post card; the other reasons given in the
table were written in on the replies. Of the 1755 "not
going anything” 1,139 replied that the chief reason for
their inactivity was a "lack of cars and equipment."
Sixty-three per cent of the rural respondents and pixty-
nine per cent of the city respondents gave this reason.
..
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The second most frequently given reason for not
offering training was ”a lack of trained teachers”; third,
"no public demand”; fourth, ”curriculum too crowded”; and
fifth, ”cost would be too high”.
Of the reasons written in on the blank, two show up
with enough prominence to be mentioned; about 3 per cent
reported war shortages of gasoline, cars, teachers, or
other factors, and about 3 per cent "planned to give the
training next year.”
It is interesting to note the apparent "break”
between conditions in cities over 100,000 and cities
below 100,000 in population. Below 100,000 the per cent
checking each of the items printed on the blank resulted
in similar per cents and rankings. However, above 100,000
the item "no public demand” dropped from its usual third
place to fifth place while the item "cost would be too
high” forged upward from its usual fifth place to second
rank.
In brief then, school systems find lack of cars and
equipment apparently the greatest impediment to the offering
of training in the operation of motor cars. Lack of
trained teachers is the second major impediment. After
these two, the next most potent hindrance is public in-
difference in cities below 100,000 in population, and in
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cities above 100,000 a belief that any such program would
be too costly for the school system to be able to justify.
Regional differences in rural school systems.
Since there were possible regional factors that
might affect the impediments to driver education and driver
training, the 465 replies from rural respondents were re-
tabulated by regions. The distributions are shown in Table
1/
4. The regional groupings recommended by Odum are somewhat
different from those usually used by the United States
Bureau of the Census.
if Odum’s classification of states: Northeast: Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia, and Delaware.
Southeast
:
Arkansas, Louisana, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Virginia," North Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi,
Alabama, Georgia, and Florida.
Middle : Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Missouri,
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.
Northwest : Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas.
Southwest : Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas.
Pacific: Washington, Oregon, California, and Nevada
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It is interesting to note that the reasons ranked
first in each of the regions are as follows:
Pacific - No public demand*
Northwest - Lack of trained teachers.
Southwest - Lack of trained teachers.
Lack of cars and equipment*
Middle - Lack of trained teachers
Southeast - Lack of cars and equipment*
Northeast - Lack of cars and equipment.
From a study of the per cents on the various items,
it would appear that the major factors to be met in rural
sections of the Pacific states and the Northwest areas are
a "lack of public demand" and a belief that the school
curriculum is already too crowded* For the remainder of
the country, the lack of trained teachers and the lack of
cars and equipment appear to be chief impediments* These
regional differences are not always based on many cases,
but they are suggestive of possible regional considerations.
For example, the item "lack of money" which was written in
on the blanks did not appear in the Pacific, Northwest, or
Northeast replies* These regions are generally considered
as being relatively better able to finance their schools*
The general impression from these regional distributions
is that relatively more school respondents in the Pacific
and Northwest areas need to be convinced that driver
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education and driver training must be considered a school
responsibility#
Summary
From a preliminary post card survey in the spring
of 1945, it is apparent that about two out of ten school
systems are "doing something” along the lines of driver
education and driver training. It is likely that a sub-
stantial proportion of these have units in the social
studies courses rather than separate courses. A more def-
inite impression on this point is expected from the follow-
up study.
Of the school systems not offering this special
safety training, a majority report that their chief
impediment is first, a lack of cars and equipment, second,
a lack of trained teachers.
However, the future development of this special
training is not dependent solely upon equipment and
trained instructors. About four in every ten school
administrators still believe that there is no public demand
for such training and that the curriculum is now too crowded
to admit any such new courses.
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A previous study concerning driver education and
driver training by The National Commission on Safety
Education stressed the following points:
1-
The survey was conducted among county and
separate school systems*
2-
It was concerned with reasons why courses in
driver education and training were not being
offered.
3-
There was no provision to indicate whether a
school system was offering driver education alone,
or a course in driver education plus road
experience.
In my paper I have attempted to provide the
following points for comparison:
1-
The survey was conducted on a state wide basis
through the office of the various education
commissioners.
2-
It determined the legal driving age limit re-
quired by the forty-eight states. This would
determine at what level the course would be
offered.
3-
It provided two definite items calling for road
experience
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Item-5
We use the duel-control system*
Item-9
We use for driver training
the school grounds
the highway
both
4-
It determined at what grade level the course in
driver education and driver training is offered*
5-
It determined the sponsor of this program in the
various states*
6-
It discovered whether or not the program is
correlated with the State Motor Vehicle Bureaus,
by which correlation a student who successfully
completes this course is rewarded with a driver's
license
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CHAPTER III
DATA AND INTERPRETATION
This chapter is concerned with the data that were
compiled from the forty-eight questionnaires sent to
the education commissioners of the United States,
This material has been tabulated into ten tables
that are accompanied by a summary with an interpreta-
tion at the end of each table.
These charts picture the various phases of driver
education and driver training surveyed in the United
States and present a comparison of the standings of the
various states in this subject matter.
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Table #1- A List of the States Providing A Driver
Training Education Program
State
1
-
Alabama
2-
Arizona
3-
Arkansas
4-
California
5-
Colorado
6-
Connecticut
7 Delaware
8-
Florida
9-
3-eorgia
10-
Idaho
11-
Illinois
12-
Indiana
13-
Iowa
14 Kansas
15-
Kentucky
16-
Louisiana
17
-
Maine
18-
Maryland
19-
Mas sachusetts
20-
Michigan
21-
Minnesota
22-
Mi33issippi
23-
Missouri
Yes No
x
X
X*
X
X
x#
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-.
-
'
' -
-
-
• -
-
-
• •
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Si.'
•
-
-
-
-
-
-
24
-
Montana5-
Nebraska
X
26-Nevada X
27 New Hampshire
28 New Jersey
X
29-New Mexico X
30-New York X
31-North Carolina X
32-North Dakota X
3
Ohio
34-
0klahoma
X
35-0regon X
36-Pennsylvania X
37
-Rhode Island X
38-
South Carolina
39-
South Dakota
40-
Tennessee
X
41-Texas X
42-Utah X
43
-Vermont X
44-Virginia X
45
-Washington -
46-We3t Virginia X
47-Wisconsin X
48-Wyoming X
X
X#
X
X
i-
.
-
-
-
-
-
-
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-
-
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Total States Providing Driver Education on a State
Basis—34
Total States not providing Driver Education on a State
Basis-12
# Indicates the program is being conducted locally on
a small scale,
* Indicates that a program is to start this school year*
- Indicates No Reply*
Table #1
On the basis of the returns from the questionnaire
sent to forty-eight State Departments of Education,
approximately two-thirds of the states are providing
Driver Education and Training on a state-wide basis.
One-fourth of the states do not have any provision for
this program.
Four states indicated that the program was being
conducted on a small scale.
One state reported that a program of Driver Education
and Training was to be initiated at the beginning of the
second semester of this present school year*
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Table #2 MINIMUM AGE FOR OBTAINING DRIVER’S LICENSE
1/
State Ape Other Requirements
1-Alabama 16
2
-Arizona 16
3-Arkansas 18 Junior permit, 14-13, but minors 14-18
may drive only when accompanied by
licensed driver*
4-Calif ornia 16 Junior permit, issued under special
conditions, 14-13.
5-Colorado 16
6-Connecticut 16
7-Delaware 16
8-Florlda 16 Restricted licenses, 14-16.
9-Georgia 16
10-Idaho 16 Restricted licenses, 14-15.
11-Illinois 15
12-Indiana 16 Beginner’s license for three months
followed by conditional license for
one year and renewed each year until
18.
13-1 owa 16 Special permit, 14.
14-Kansas 16 Restricted license, 14-16.
15-Kentucky 18 Junior permit, 16-18.
16-Louisiana 14
17-Maine 15
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MINIMUM AGE FOR OBTAINING DRIVER *3 LICENSE (continued)
State Age Other Requirements
18-Maryland 16 For farm use only, 14-16*
19-Mas sachusetts 16
20-Michigan 14
21-Minnesota 15
22-Mississippi 17 Junior permit, 15-17*
23-Miss our
i
16
24
-Montana 15
25-Nebraska 16 School permit issued in special
cases
.
26-Nevada 16 Restricted permit, 14-16*
27-New Hampshire 16
28-New Jersey 17
29-New Mexico 14
30
-New York 17 Junior permit, 16-17.
31-North Carolina 15
32-North Dakota 16 Junior permit, 14-15.
33-0hio 16 Junior permit, 14-16*
34
-Oklahoma 16 Junior permit issued for driving
between home and school, 14-16.
35-0regon 16 Junior permit issued under special
conditions, 14-16*
36-Pennsylvania 18 Junior permit, 16-18.
37
-Rhode Island 16
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MINIMUM AGE FOR OBTAINING DRIVER 1 S LICENSE (continued )
State Age Other Requirements
38-South Carolina 14
39-South Dakota 15
40-Tennessee 16 Junior permit, 14-15.
41-Texas 16 County judge may authorize
issuance of license to any person
over 14 if conditions exist which
make it necessary.
42-Utah 16
43-Vermont 18 Junior license, 16-13.
44-Virginia 16 Junior permit, 14-15. Some citiei
prohibit operation under 16.
45-Wa shington 16
46-West Virginia 16
47-Wisconsin 16 Junior permit, 14-15, if approved
by Commissioner.
48-Wyoming 15
l/ National Council For The Social Studies, Motor Vehicle
Transportation In American Life
,
Problems In American Life,
Unit No. 22, 1945, PP. 49-50, 1201 Sixteenth Street,
Washington 6, D. C.
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Table #2
4 states require a minimum age of 14 years to obtain a
driver’s license#
16 states allow a Junior or School Permit at the age of 14,
1 state allows a Junior or School Permit at ages 15-17.
4 states allow a Junior or School Permit at ages 16-17.
7 states require a minimum age of 15 years.
15 states require a minimum age of 16 years.
1 state requires a minimum age of 17 years.
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Table #3 The Driver Education Course Is Offered To the
Following Students
State
1-
Alabama
2-
Arizona
3-
Arkansas
4-
California
5-
Colorado
6-
Connecticut
7-
Delaware
8-
Florida
9-
G-eorgia
10-Idaho
Junior Senior Not
High High Indicated
x x
x
x
x x
x
x
x
X
X
X
11-
Illinois
12-
Indiana
13-
1 owa
14
-
Kansas
5
Kentucky
16-
Louisiana
17 Maine
18 Maryland
19-
Massachusetts
20 Michigan
21-
Minnesota
22-
Mississippi
X X
X
X
X
X
X x
X X
X
X X
X X
X X
X
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Table #3 (continued)
State
23
-
Missouri
24 Montana
25 Nebraska
26-
Nevada
27-
New Hampshire
28-
New Jersey
29-
New Mexico
30-
N9W York
31-
North Carolina
32-
North Dakota
33-
0hio
34 Oklahoma
35-
0regon
36-
Pennsylvania
37 Rhode Island
38-
South Carolina
39-
South Dakota
40-
Tennessee
41-
Texas
42
-
Utah
43-
Vermont
44-
Virginia
45-
Washington
Junior Senior not
High High Indicated
x
X X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
--
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Table #3 (Continued)
State
Junior Senior not
High High. Indicated
46-
West Virginia x
47-
Wi scons in x
48-
Wyoming x
Table #5
Forty of the states offer Driver Education and
Training in the Senior High School; 15 of these states
also offer this subject in the Junior High Schools.
Seven states failed to indicate at what level the course
is being taught. One state failed to reply.
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Table #4 The Driver Education Program Is Sponsored By:
School Dept, Registry State Public
State Dept, A,A«A, Ed, Bureau Police Safety All
1-
Alabama x
2
-
Arizona x
3-
Arkansas x
4-
California x
5-
Colorado x
6-
Connecticut x
7-
Delaware x
8-
Florida x
9-
Oeorgia x x x
10-
Idaho
11-
Illinois x
12-
Indiana x
13-
Iowa x
14-
Kansas x
15-
Kentucky
16-
Louisiana x x
17-
Maine x
18-
Maryland x
19-
Massachusetts x x x
20-
Michigan x
21-
Minnesota x
22-
Mississippi x x
23-
Mis souri x x x
None
x
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Table #4 (Continued.)
School
State Dept, A. A.
Dept.
A. Ed.
Registry
Bureau
State
Police
Public
Safety All None
24-Montana X X
25-Michigan x X X
26-Nevada x X X
27-New Hampshire X X
28-New Jersey x
29-New Mexico x x
30-New York X X
31-North Carolina X X
32-North Dakota X
33-0hio x X X X
34-Oklahoma x X
35-0regon x X X
36-Pennsylvania X X X
37-Rhode Island x X
38-South Carolina X
39-South Dakota x
40-Tennessee x
41-Texas X
42-Utah X
43-Vermont x X X
44-Virginia X
45
-Washington -
46-West Virginia X
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Table #4 (Continued)
School Dept, Registry State Public
State Dept, A. A, A, Ed, Bureau Police Safety All None
47
-
Wisconsin x x
48-
Wyoming x
- No reply
Table #4
One of the essentials of a good Driver Education and
Training program is a provision for the proper cooperation
and assistance of the organizations interested in this
field. Because of that fact this table was incorporated
into the survey.
The survey disclosed the following data:
In 4 states the local schools handled the problem alone.
In 1 state the A. A. A. handled the problem alone.
In 17 states the State Department of Education provided
the program.
In 22 states there wes cooperation among all the organiza-
tions interested in this work.
In the states where the State Department of Educa-
tion provided the program, it is probable that some of
these other organizations assisted in planning the pro-
gram. This probability is borne out by a careful consid-
eration of the courses of study prepared for some of
these states.
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Table #5- A List of the States Using The Dual Control
System For Driver Training
1/
State Yes No
1-Alabaroa X
2-Arizona X
3-A.rkansas X
4-California X
5-Colorado X
6-
Cormecticut
7
Delaware
X
8-Florida X
9-Georgia X
10-Idaho X
11-Illinois X
12-Indiana X
13-1 owa X
14-Kansas X
15-Kentucky X
16
-Louisiana X
17-Maine X
18-Maryland X
19-Massachusetts X
20
-Michigan X
21-Minnesota X
22-Mississippi X
23-Missouri X
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Table #5 (Continued)
State Yes No
24
-Montana X
25-Nebraska X
2S-Nevada
27-New Hampshire X
28-New Jersey X
2 9-New Mexico X
30-New York X
31-North Carolina X
32-North Dakota X
33-0hio X
34
-Oklahoma X
35-0regon X
36-Pennsylvania X
37 -Rhode Island X
38-South Carolina X
39-South Dakota
40-Tennessee X
41-Texas X
42-Utah X
43-Vermont X
44-Virginia X
45-Wa shington X
46-West Virginia X
--
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Table #5 (Continued)
State Yes No
47
-Wi sc onsin X
48-Wyoming X
l/ See Appendix
Following is a list of the number of dual-control cars
now in use in the forty-eight states
1-Pennsylvania 52 18-Florida 11
2-New York 45 19-North Carolina 11
3-Michigan 41 20-Rhode Island 11
4-California 37 21-Virginia 11
5-Missouri 29 22-Indiana 10
6-Illinois 27 23-Texas 8
7-0regon 27 24-Montana 7
8
-Oklahoma 26 25-Colorado 6
9
-Washington 19 26-Kentucky 6
10-Kansas 18 27-Maine 6
11-Maryland 17 28-New Hampshire 6
12-Arizona 16 29-Arkansas 5
13-1 owa 14 30-Ohio 5
14-Minnesota 14 31-TJtah 5
15-New Jersey 14 32-Wrisconsin 5
16-Alabama 13 33-Georgia 4
17-West Virginia 12 34-Mas sachusetts 4
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Table #5 (Continued)
35-Tennessee 4 41-North Dakota
36-Louisiana 3 42-Mi ssissippi
37-Idaho 3 43-Nebraska
38-South Carolina 3 44-New Mexico
39-Vermont 3 45-Wyoming
40-Connecticut 2 46-Delaware
-
47-
Nevada
8
South Dakota
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
Table #5
Forty-seven of the forty-eight states indicated that
they were using the dual-control cars to some degree in
their driver education and driver training program.
i/
Following is a list of the number of dual-control cars
now in use in conjunction with this program:
i/ See Appendix
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Table #6-A List of States Providing A Driver's License
Upon Successful Completion of the Driver Educa
tion Course and/or Further Testing.
State
Yes No
State
Police
Further Test
by Public Registry
Safety Dept
•
1
-A*labams X
2-A.rizona X
3-Arkansas X
4-California X
5-Colorado X
6-Connecticut X
7-Delaware X
8-Florida X
9-C-eorgia X
10-Idaho X
11-Illinois X
12-Indiana X
13-Iowa X
14-Eansas X
15-Kentucky X
16-Louisiana X
17-Maine X
18-Maryland X
19-Mas sachusetts X
20-Michigan X
21-Minnesota X
22-Mississippi X
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Table #6 (Continued)
State Yes No
State
Police
Further Test
by Public
Safety Dept. Regi
23-Missouri X
24
-Montana X
25-Nebraska X
26-Nevada X
27
-New Hampshire X
28-New Jersey X
29-New Mexico X
30-New York X
31-North Carolina X
32-North Dakota X
33
-Ohio X
34-0klahoma X
35-0regon X
36-Pennsylvania X
37-Rhode Island X
38-South Carolina X
39-South Dakota X
40-Tennessee X
41-Texas X
42-Utah X
43-Vermont X
44-Virginia X
45-Washington X
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Table #6 (Continued)
State
Further Test
State by Public
Yes No Police Safety Dept. Registry
46-West Virginia x
47-Wisconsin x
48-Wyoming x
Table #6
One of the aims of a driver education and training
program is to enable our students to become skillful
drivers. Since the state regulations require all persons
seeking a driver's permit to pass certain tests, it is to
be hoped that in the future a state will honor those appli-
cants possessing certificates which state that the holder
has successfully completed a course in driver education.
At present, however, only 12 of our states waive all
of the requirements. The majority waive certain parts of
the test
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Table #7-Actual Road Training Is Provided
Education Program.
In the Driver
State Yes No Some
1
-Alabama X
2
-Arizona X
3-Arkansas X
4-California X
5-Colorado X
6-Connecticut X
7
-Delaware X
8-Florida X
9-Georgia X
10-Idaho X
11-Illinois X
12-Indiana X
13
-Iowa X
14
-Kansas X
15-Kentucky X
16-Louisiana X
17-Maine X
18-Maryland X
19-Massachusetts X
20-Michigan X
21-Minnesota X
22-Mississippi X
23-Missouri X
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Table #7 (Continued)
State Yes No Some
24-Montana X
25-Nebraska X
26-Nevada X
27-New Hampshire X
28-New Jersey X
29-New Mexico X
30-New York X
31-North Carolina X
32-North Dakota X
33-0hio X
34-0klahoma X
35-0regon X
36-Pennsylvania X
37-Rhode Island X
38-South Carolina X
39-South Dakota X
40-Tennessee X
41-Texas X
42-Utah X
43-Vermont X
44-
Virginia
45
-
Washington
X
46-West Virginia X
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Table #7 (Continued)
State Yes No Some
47-
Wisconsin x
48
-
Wyoming x
- No reply
Table #7
Practically all of the states indicated that road
training was being offered in their driver education and
training courses. Thirteen states, however, qualified
this statement by indicating that "some road training"
was being offered. This is understandable because of
the fact that the greatest obstacle to this entire program
falls under the driver training section, where a lack of
cars, a lack of trained personnel, and the largest expense
of the program are the difficulties involved. Some schools
feel that the important job is to teach knowledge, under-
standing and good social attitudes that is -to teach them
in the classroom. They feel that if these points are im-
pressed upon the pupil, correct driving habits will develop
automatically*
i/ See Appendix
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Table #8-The Driver Education Program Is Conducted By ;
State Not State Public
Listed Teachers Police Safety Registry
1-Alabama X
2-Ari zona X
3-Arkansas X
4-California X
5-
Colorado
6
Connectiout X
7
-Delaware X
8-Florida X
9-Georgia X
10-Idaho X
11-Illinois X
12-Indiana X
13
-Iowa X
14
-Kansas X
15 -Kentucky X
16-Louisiana X
17-Maine X
18
-Maryland X
19
-Massachusetts X
20
-Michigan X
21-Minnesota X
22-Missis sippi X
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Table 8 (continued)
State Not
Listed Teachers
State
Police
Public
Safety Registry
23-Missouri X
24-Montana X
25-Nebraska X X
2 6-Nevada X
27-New Hampshire X
28-New Jersey x
29-New Mexico X
30-New York X
31-North Carolina X X
32-North Dakota X
33-0hio X
34
-Oklahoma X
35-0regon X
36-Pennsylvania X X
37
-Rhode Island X
38-South Carolina X
39-South Dakota X
40-Tonnessee X
41-Texas X
42
-Utah X X
43-Vermont X
44-Virginia X
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Table #8 (continued)
Not State Public
State Listed Teachers Police Safety Registry
45
-
Washington x
46-
West Virginia x
47-
Wisconsin x
4 8 Wyoming x
Table #8
In forty-two states the program is conducted by the
teachers* In six of the states there is cooperation with
outside agencies interested in this field* The A* A. A*
and most state education departments require that a teacher
possess certain qualifications before offering this subject*
These qualifications may be secured by attending a short
course in Driver Education and Training that is offered
at many universities or Teacher Colleges*
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Table #9-A List of
Program
the Areas Used in The Driver Education
State
School
Grounds Highways
Private
Streets
Not
Listed
1
-Alabama X
2-Arizona X X
3-Arkansas X X
4-California X X
5-Colorado X X
6-Connecticut X X
7-Delaware X
8-Plorida X X
Georgia X
10
-Idaho X
11-Illinoia X X
12-Indiana X
13-Iowa X X
14-Kansas X
15-Kentucky X
16-Louisiana X X
17
-Maine X
13-Maryland X X
19-Mas sachusetts X X
20
-Michigan X X
21-Minnesota X X
22-Mississippi X
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Table #9 (continued)
School Private Not
Grounds Highways Streets ListedState
23-Missouri X X
24
-Mont ana X X
25-Nebraska X
26-Nevada X X
27-New Hampshire X X
28-New Jersey X
29-New Mexico X X
30- New York X X
31-North Carolina X
32- North Dakota X X
33-0hio X X
34-Oklahoma X
35-0regon X X
3S-Pennsylvania X
37-Rhode Island X X
38-South Carolina X X
39-South Dakota X
40-Tennessee X
41-Texas X X
42-Utah X X
43-Vermont X
44-Virginia X X
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Table #9 (continued)
School Private Not
Grounds Highways Streets ListedState
45-Washington x
46-West Virginia x x
47-Wisconsin x
48-Wyoming x
Table #9
To have a well-rounded driver education and training
program, there should be some provision for behind-the-
wheel training* Thirty-eight states indicated that they
were providing this by the use of either the school grounds
or the highways*
Some precautions are necessary when the highways
are used for driver training* The cooperation of the police
department must be secured in order that sfaeguards may be
established* These should consist of signs or notices to
the general public to the effect that student drivers are
operating in this section. Some of the police departments
usually shut off the area during the training period or
assign police officers to assist in controlling the regular
traffic
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Table #10- The Number of School Systems of Each State
Offering Driver Education Courses, and the
Total School Sys terns
•
Not
State Systems Total Per Cent Aval
1-Alabama X
2-Arizona 52 60 86
3-Arkansas X
4-California X
5-Colorado 30 1,800 1
6-Connecticut 75 100 75
7
-Delaware 32 35 94
8-Florida X
9-Georgia 25 194 12
10
-Idaho 5 110 5
11-Illinois X
12-Indiana 860 860 100
13-Iowa X
14-Kansas X
15-Kentucky X
16-Louisiana X
17-Maine 8 131 6
13-Maryland 6 23 25
19-Massachusetts 42 268 20
20-Michigan 152 550 30
21-Minnesota 160 450 33
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Table #10 (continued)
Not
State Systems Total Per Cent Available
22-Mis si ss ippi X
23-Mis souri 105 750 15
24-Montana 25 200 12^-
25-N8braska X
26
-Nevada X
27-New Hampshire 25 96 25
28-New Jersey X
29-New Mexico 3 53 8
30-New York 100 800 12|
31-North Carolina X
32-North Dakota 230 650 35
33-0hio 100 1,289 8
34-Oklahoma 147 841 16
35-Oregon 28 50 56
36-Pennsylvania 70 1,200 6
37
-Rhode Island 11 36 31
38-South Carolina X
39-South Dakota X
40-Tennessee X
41-Texas 194 1,500 12|
42
-Utah 15 80 18
43-V9rmont 10 246 4
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Table #10 (continued)
Not
State Systems Total Per Cent Available
44-Virginia 75 450 16
45
-Washington X
46-West Virginia 99 276 36
47-Wisconsin 446 525 85
48-Wyoming 15 100 15
Table #10
By means of this table the writer attempted to
discover the number of schools offering a driver education
and training course • On the basis of the figures given by
the various state departments of education, roughly one-
fifth of the schools are now offering driver education and
training courses*
This estimate correlates with the findings of the
1/
National Commission on Safety Education
,
which discovered
that two out of ten school systems were "doing something"
in 1945.
In view of the fact that the subject is comparatively
new, some of the states were unable at the present time to
furnish any data on this subject, but were hoping to be
*
able to compile some statistics at the end of this school
year.
if Preliminary Survey for the National Commission on
Safety Education, July 1945.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY- AND CONCLUSION
A survey of the literature reveals that driver
education and driver training must constitute a two-fold
proposition. The first phase is handled in the classroom
in the familiar academic setting, where the knowledges,
habits, attitudes and correct appreciations are fostered.
Here are Inculcated those desirable traits that are needed
today to assist in making the driving of tomorrow safer.
However, the task is not completed here. Students
should be given an opportunity to put into practice those
knowledges, habits, attitudes and appreciations which were
stressed in the classroom. The survey indicates that the
majority of the states are providing, in varying degrees,
actual behind-the-wheel instruction. This technique tends
to employ the " learn ing-by-doing M psychology of education.
Surveys of the accidents records of the youth of
the nation show that many of these accidents were due to
limitations on the part of the driver. In the majority of
the cases, these limitations were not known by the operator.
The experts in the field of driver education and driver
training have compiled a battery of psychophysical tests
which are primarily designed to identify quickly these
limitations. The driver education literature indicated
57
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that many schools which are offering driver education
courses are including these psycho-physical tests as an
integral part of the curriculum*
It is the writer’s opinion that the driver education
and driver training program should be correlated closely
with the State Motor Vehicle Bureau*
The immediate purpose of the course is to create a
more skillful, a more courteous and a safer driver of the
future* However, the student undoubtedly has a felt need,
which, to him, is the successful completion of the Driver
Examination required of all applicants by the State Motor
Vehicle Bureau*
1/
At the present writing, seventeen states were
waiving various parts of the prescribed examination for
a driver's license to those students of the state who
possessed a certificate of successful completion of a
course in driver education and driver training*
An awareness of the importance of the driver
education and driver training course to the State is being
exhibited in the States of Ohio and Michigan*
In Ohio, students who successfully complete an
approved course in driver education and driver training
are issued licenses by State Licensing Authorities
without an examination*
1/ American Automobile Association, State Regulation of
Safety Education 39 pp 1947.
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In Michigan, the high school instructor of the driver
education and driver training class may be appointed by the
State Licensing Officials to administer the entire examina-
tion required for a driver’s license*
There is a need for more of the states to adopt the
plan now in practice in the State of Michigan. Such a plan
avoids a duplication of work on the part of the school and
the State Motor Vehicle Bureau*
The driver education and driver training course could
be established on a uniform basis in the forty-eight states,
by a plan whereby the high school instructor would be
permitted to issue the driver’s license. With such uniform-
ity of instruction, we may find that the reduced number of
automobile accidents will prove beyond a doubt the value of
the driver education and driver training course*
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A SUMMARY OP THE STATE PROVISIONS
l/
FOR DRIVER EDUCATION
Alabama
In January 1944 State Department endorsement of
driver education and training was announced to all super-
intendents and principals. It was emphasized that all
secondary schools can do something to meet the growing need.
Where possible the course should cover a semester and carry
credit on the same basis as other regular subjects. Where
the complete course is not feasible, schools can provide
effective driver training units in safety education,
citizenship, science or other courses. The driver training
unit might also be offered as an approved Special Interest
Project.
Arizona
The State Department has mimeographed a Suggested
Course of Study for a Class in Automobile Driving treating
the following topics: need, cautions, general objectives,
special objectives, references, and a brief outline for
instruction. The visual examination and the text of
traffic regulations are waived for youths of legal driving
age who present a valid certificate indicating successful
completion of a course in theory of skillful driving given
in the high schools.
y American Automobile Association, State Regulation ofSafety Education in The United States 1947. :^9 pp
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California
Recognized certificate for completion of a high
school driver education and training course issued jointly
by the school and the Department of Motor Vehicle authori-
ties is accepted in lieu of the examination on knowledge
of traffic laws and regulations.
Connecticut
"Intelligent Driving", an outline for teaching a
course in automobile safety and driving for high schools
was published in 1936* It contains the following topics:
organization and administration, the automobile an asset
to modem living, understanding the mechanism, responsi-
bility, maintenance and care, the driver behind the wheel,
menaces, nuisances and obstacles to good driving, modern
highways, the high cost of accidents, examination and
tests. A committee is at work revising the course of study
for both elementary and secondary schools*
If a pupil satisfactorily completes a high school
classroom course, the Motor Vehicle Department waives the
Law Test at the time of application for a driver’s license.
A student who satisfactorily completes the actual car
operation test is not required to take the road test if
he applies for his license within one year.
Delaware
Since 1943 the Department of Education has cooperated
*-
.
4
with the State Highway Department and others in conducting
driver training courses in high schools.
TJpon completion of a high school course which
includes classroom and behind-the-wheel instruction, the
student is given a certificate which is then presented
within a period of sixty days to any of the Motor Vehicle
Offices. To qualify for a driver's license, the only
requirement the student must meet upon presenting this
certificate is the vision test.
Florida
Any student who successfully passes a safety course
in high school is not required to take the eye or written
test in applying for a driver's license.
Indiana
Health and Safety Education, a tentative course of
study for secondary schools, was published in 1939 as
Bulletin No. 124 by the State Department of Public In-
struction. Units included in this bulletin are: the man
behind the wheel, the man on foot, the car and the highway,
custom and science on the highway, public responsibilities,
and other means of transportation.
A high school student of legal driving age who has
successfully completed an approved course in high school
driver education is excused from all examination except the
road test in driving and the examination for physical
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fitness at the time of application for a driver’s license
upon presentation of the certificate issued at the
completion of such course*
Iowa
Two bulletins which contain teaching units for high
school courses in driver education have recently been
issued* The written examination is waived in the case of
high school students who have successfully completed the
high school driver education and training course when they
apply for their driver’s license*
Louisiana
On the ninth grade level, the first year in which
Louisiana children may legally drive, driver education is
included* Driver education is also included in the
vocational and trade schools*
Maine
A suggested program of Driver Education is being
developed cooperatively by the State Department of
Education, the State Police, the Department of State, the
Highway Commission, and the field Representative of the
American Automobile Association*
The oral section of the examination on knowledge of
traffic regulations is waived providing students of high
school age have passed this part of the examination as a
result of driver training given in any high schools of
* i :
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the state*
Massachusetts
Pupils who have successfully completed a high
school course in Driver Education are granted a certificate
by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles which exempts them from
taking the oral or Law test part of the driver’s license
examination*
Michigan
Since 1942 five institutes for high school teachers
in the field of Driver Education and Training have been
held* The high school instructor of Driver Education may
be appointed by State Licensing Officials to administer
the entire examination required for a driver’s license.
Mississippi
The law specifically requires the teaching of
Rules of the Road, a reproduction of the Uniform Highway
Traffic Regulation Act of the State of Mississippi*
Montana
A Traffic Safety Program for Montana High Schools*
This course of study was compiled by J. A. 'Woodward and was
issued by the State Department of Public Instruction in 1936*
The topics treated are: Introduction, how to drive, the
driver, the highway and the pedestrian, traffic laws,
accident factors and circumstances, causes of accidents,
driver responsibility, examination and text for an operator’s
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license, and how society copes with traffic problem.
The State Department of Education and the Montana
Highway Patrol also cooperated in intensive driver training
institutes for high school teachers.
New Hampshire
Driver Education-Teachers Manual 1944 and Driver
Education - Student Manual 1944 form the basis for high
school instruction in Driver Education and Training. They
contain the following materials: causes of automobile
accidents, mechanism of the automobile, state traffic reg-
ulations, inspection and maintenance of motor vehicles,
improving driving skills, local aspects of traffic
regulations, economic and social effects of the automobile,
activities of state and local enforcement and traffic
authorities, and requirements for a driver’s license.
These materials were prepared through the cooperation of
the State Board of Education and the State Motor Vehicle
Department.
New Jersey
For high schools. Highway Safety
,
published in
1937, sets up a series of twenty-six units of instruction
organized under the following heads: motor vehicle
transportation, the motor vehicle, motor vehicle opera-
tion, the driver, the highway, the pedestrian, the
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accident, and community responsibility. The usual
written examination is waived for those students who
present a certificate showing completion of the approved
high school driver education course.
New Mexico
Examinations for driver’s license may be waived
for those high school students who complete a course in
Driver Education and Training.
New York
The Department of Education has prepared a sylla-
bus to be used as an outline for teaching Driver Education
and Training. Licensing officials in New York now issue
drivers’ licenses to high school students of legal age
who have a certificate indicating successful completion
of a standard course in Driver Education and Training,
if they successfully take in addition only the eye and
road tests.
North Carolina
Driver Education is being offered in a number of
high schools, although the State has not made any re-
quirement with regard to the teaching of this subject.
The State Department of Public Instruction employs a
person to work specifically with high schools in the
organization of such courses. The written and road-
signs examinations are waived in the case of high school
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North Carolina (continued)
age drivers who have successfully completed at least
thirty hours of Driver Education.
North Dakota
The State Board of Education in 1936 passed a
regulation requiring that all high school graduates must
successfully pass a state examination covering twelve
lessons in safe automobile driving. A mimeographed list
of topics includes the following: the driver-physical
qualities, the driver-mental and emotional qualities, the
car-what makes it go, learning to drive, the fundamentals,
the art of driving, rules of the road, streets and high-
ways, skills on the highways, skills in the city, main-
taining your car, the pedestrian, the bicyclist, accidents,
paying for accidents. North Dakota Motor Patrol and Motor
Patrol Regulations.
Ohio
Driver Education and Training in the Public Schools
of Ohio
,
teacher's manual published in 1944-45 and designed
as a guide for instruction in the secondary schools, con-
tains the following units: Social, economic and political
effects of the motor vehicle; Physical, mental and emo-
tional characteristics as related to the safe operation
of a motor vehicle; Ohio laws regulating traffic on the
highways and streets; Driver and pedestrians attitudes,
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Ohio (continued)
privileges, obligations, financial responsibilities,
(insurance) and courtesies; National laws and mechanical
principles as related to the operation of a motor vehicle;
Principles of the internal combustion engine and the
motor vehicle; Behind the wheel instruction. By legis-
lative action students who successfully complete an
approved high school course in driver education and train-
ing are issued driver 1 s licenses without examination by
State licensing authorities.
Oklahoma
Driver Education and Training, A Tentative Course
of Study for Senior High Schools, 1958-59
,
was published
in mimeographed form by the University of Oklahoma.
Traffic Efficiency and Automobile Operation, A Tentative
Course of Study for Senior High Schools
,
was published in
mimeographed form by the Oklahoma A. & M. College in 1939.
Oregon
Are Young Drivers Good Drivers? This was pub-
lished in 1937 and revised in 1938; it was prepared
especially for high school students and provides a candid
discussion of the accident problem on Oregon streets and
highways. It treats of the following topics: Do motor
vehicle accidents "just happen"? Are young drivers good
drivers? Can you become a good driver? Be a good sport
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Oregon (continued)
when driving. Turns and signals. Use of brakes and horns.
Why do we have a right-of-7/ay law? Pedestrians, Bicycles
in modern traffic. Reporting accidents.
Rhode Island
Sportsmanlike Driving is recommended as a required
course in high school. Certificates are issued to stu-
dents who have successfully completed the high school
Driver Education and Training course by the examiner who
conducts the examination in the schools. Provided the
holder apply within the stated time, no further examina-
tion Is required other than a test for vision.
Texas
Legislation by the 1945 session of the State
Legislature authorized the Drivers License Division in
the Department of Public Safety to examine and issue
driver licenses to 14-15 year-old youths who have completed
a prescribed high school course in Driver Education and
Training.
Utah
Courses in traffic safety are now being taught in
a number of the junior and senior high schools. Sports -
manlike Driving is used as a text. An outline has been
approved by the State Board of Education. The State
Coordinating Committee on Safety is nov; prepared to
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Utah (continued)
establish in the junior and senior high schools classes
in safety, which will include instruction in automobile
driving and in the state motor laws.
Students successfully completing the high school
course in Driver Education are not required to take the
written test when applying for their driver’s license,
Vermont
A Course of Study in Highway Safety, published in
1937, recommends teaching one period per week in the
senior year* The course contains the following units:
Importance of the automobile in modern living, mechanism
of the car, accidents and their causes, highways and their
relations to safety education, the driver-his nature and
habits, driving regulations-the codes of the road, the
art of driving, driving under special conditions, in-
spection and maintenance of the car, the pedestrian,
paying for accidents, how society safeguards motor vehicle
and pedestrian traffic, and requirements for the driver’s
license*
Virginia
A law requiring the teaching of safety was passed
in 1938. Section 688 was amended to require courses in
safety by changing the law to read as follows: "In one
or more of the elementary grades or in one or more of the
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Virginia (continued)
high school grades of every public school there shall be
provided a course of study including elementary training
in accident prevention, in proper conduct on streets and
highways, in the operation of motor vehicles as required
by the traffic laws of this State, and in ways and means
of preventing loss of lives and damage to property through
preventable fires. Such course shall be required of every
pupil completing the course of study in any such school*"
A high school student of legal driving age who
successfully completes the student driver’s educational
course is not required to take the written test when
applying for his license.
Wa shington
The Department of Licenses waives the entire exam-
ination when an applicant presents a "Certificate of
Achievement" form indicating successful completion of the
high school course in Driver Education and Training.
West Virginia
On April 25, 1939, the State Board of Education
passed a resolution requiring that safety be taught in
the high schools of West Virginia, v/ith special emphasis
on automobile driving, and recommended the purchase of
physical properties necessary for the teaching of safe
driving.
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Wisconsin
Certificates are issued to students satisfactorily
completing instruction in Driver Education. These certi-
ficates exempt the students from all examinations except
for vision and physical disabilities when applying for an
Instruction Permit within one year from the date of
issuance
'O'i'i •- * •
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CHAPTER V
MATERIALS IN DRIVER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
1/
Essentials of an Effective Driver Training Program
1. State and local leaders must be determined to have a
good program conducted and must continuously give whole-
hearted and enthusiastic support to it.
2. There must be a sound and comprehensive program for
this activity. This must include twenty (20) clock hours
of class work and at least thirty (30) clock hours of road
training, of which fifteen (15) hours must be at the wheel.
3. There must be high standards set and these standards
must be adhered to rigidly. Standards should be equal to,
or better than, the high standards established by the
American Automobile Association.
4. There must be competent and thoroughly trained
teachers, and they must give road training in standard
dual control cars.
5. There must be sound testing procedures established
and used as a measure of achievement for each learner.
(These should include the "Fifteen Driving Skill Tests"
prepared by the AAA.
6. There must be sufficient time and energy devoted to
each learner to insure attainment of standards.
2/ Amos Neyhart, Teaching Adults to Drive .
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7. There must he constant, careful and intelligent
supervision,
8. Practical records must be kept and used as a basis
for constantly improving the program,
9. Steps must be taken to obtain and maintain continuing
police favor and support. One of the best ways to obtain
this is to have the proper type of cooperative relation-
ship with state police or other effective state organiza-
tions and with AAA clubs.
10. There must be adequate insurance protection for all
agencies and persons involved.
11. There must be a suitable training area, preferably off
the street. If training must be given on the street, a
quiet, little-used street must be selected, and adequate
safeguards must be provided.
Driver Education consists of classroom
instruction with Driver Training actually providing the
road training part of the instruction.
Instruction in Driver Education and Driver
Training classes tends to be given by the following two
techniques
:
1/
1-
The Dual Control Plan
2-
The Home-School Cooperation Plan,
l/ Newton High School Parent Approval Form, See Appendix
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The Dual Control Plan is a method of pro-
viding actual road instruction by means of a training car
that is equinoed with two sets of controls,
1/
Certain advantages are presented here for
this plan:
1-
Provides a realistic learning situation
for the student.
2-
Enables a student to learn about traffic
laws
.
3-
Informs a student of his own limitations
for driving,
4-
Enables the instructor to stop the car if
the student fails to do so.
5-
Allows the instructor to prevent the en-
gine from being stalled when the student
stops the car without disengaging the
clutch.
6-
Prevents the student from starting the
car when it is unsafe to do so.
7-
Reduces to a minimum the "jack-rabbit”
effect so common among new drivers because
of faulty manipulation of the clutch pedal.
8-
Removes the student’3 fear that his own
acts may lead to a collision during practice
1/ Newton High School Parent Approval Form, See Appendix
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9-Simplifies the teaching of proper technics
for operating the car controls.
The .American Automobile Association of America in
cooperation with the Chevrolet and Pontiac Divisions of
the General Motors Corporation has instituted a plan where-
by these training cars equipped for instruction may be
secured by the schools for their driver training programs.
Any school system desirous of procuring the use of a
dual control car for classroom instruction must comply with
certain conditions. An agreement must be arranged between
the school, the American Automobile Association, the local
Chevrolet dealer and the local American Automobile Club.
Following is a list of the conditions necessary to
obtain either a Chevrolet or a Pontiac training car equip-
ped with Dual Controls:
AAA DUAL
DRIVER
CONTROL CHEVROLET
TRAINING CARS
APPLICATION
Through the cooperation of the Chevrolet Motor Division
four-door sedans fully equipped, including AAA dual control:
will be loaned, without charge, except for insurance, main-
tenance and operating expenses, to qualified high schools
and colleges. Details of the agreement are attached.
Interested schools should contact their local AAA Club
for assistance in arranging for a car, securing text mater-
ials and working out the details for conducting a course.
Generally, those schools that will use the car a minimum of
10 to 15 periods per week under the direction of a teacher
who has satisfactorilv completed an AAA approved driver
-.
.
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training instructor’s course will be eligible to receive
a car.
If the school does not have a trained instructor, the
AAA will assist in making arrangements for necessary train
ing. One-week driver training instructor's courses are
being continuously in various parts of the country.
If one school cannot use a car the minimum number of
periods required, two or more schools may share the use
of the same car, thus justifying an assignment.
TO APPLY FOR A CAR THE FOLLOWING STEPS ARE NECESSARY :
1. Fill out application (on reverse side) in detail.
2. Fill in names of School, AAA Club, and Chevrolet
Dealer on Agreement Form.
3* Have Agreement Form signed by officials of the School,
AAA Club and Chevrolet Dealer
4. Forward One copy of the Application and Three copies
of the Agreement to:
Traffic Engineering and Safety Department
AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
Washington, 6, D.C.
APPLICATION FOR School
DUAL CONTROL CAR City
State
Date
GENERAL
Give data for each semester for which car is desired:
Number of persons to be trained
High School Prospective
Semester starts ends Students Teachers Others
A
B
_
C
______
*In case there is more than one Chevrolet dealer in a city
or town, contact the Chevrolet Zone Office, who will desig-
nate a dealer to supply the car.
’ *
.
•'
Total school enrollment ^Length of class Periods^
Periods per day __Give total periods per week instructor
(s) will devote to this course for? A. Road Training^
_____
B. Classroom instruction
QUALIFICATIONS OF INSTRUCTOR
(If more than one, give for each)
Name Age Sex
Colleges attended Years_ Degrees
Years Degrees
__
Is the instructor a licensed instructor under the laws of
this state?
How many years of teaching experience has instructor had?
If an AAA Driver Training Insturctor T s Course has heen
taken give dates City where taken and
Course Instructor
To how many persons has instructor given road training?
__
Classroom instruction?
_
Does instructor own a car? __Have a license to drive?
Describe any other qualifications or experience instructor
has
:
Who will be responsible for submitting reports on the use
of the car?
Signature of School Official Title
..
.
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A GREEMENT Between
THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
FOR THE USE OF DUAL and School or College
CONTROL DRIVER TRAINING CAR and AAA Automobile Club
and_ Chevrolet Dealer
A. TEE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION AGREES TO :
1. Assign the school a current model, five passenger
Chevrolet, equipped with heater, seat covers, AAA basic
dual controls appropriately lettered and properly licensed.
2. Have the car delivered to a local Chevrolet dealer and
leave in possession of the school for the period applied
for, or until the speedometer reads 8,000 miles, whichever
comes first.
3. Provide the forms for any necessary records and re-
ports.
4. Furnish the Chevrolet Dealer dual controls at cost and
three delcomanias without cost.
B. THE SCHOOL AGREES TO :
1# Conduct a driver education and training course which
meets the requirements of the State Department of Public
Instruction where such requirements have been set up,
otherwise the minimum requirements set forth in the AAA
"Driver Education and Training Manual for High School
Teachers .
"
2. Provide the instructor named in the application who
t’
:
.
.
'
.
.
shall he approved by the State Department of Public
Instruction (in the case of high schools) and prepared in
driver training methods and techniques under an AAA approved
system of training. This instructor will devote the number
of periods per week to behind- the-v;heel and classroom in-
struction indicated.
3. Use the car only when taking delivery or returning it,
when giving driver instruction and when having it serviced.
The car will not be driven by a student unless accompanied
by the instructor, or in the case of teacher training
courses, by a practice teacher who has received proper
training for the lesson to be given.
4. See that insurance coverage is provided for the pro-
tection of the School, the Chevrolet dealer, the instructor,
users of the car, and include the American Automobile
Association in the policy as an "Additional Assured." (No
additional cost for this.) The coverage must include at
least: (A) 25-50 thousand dollars Public Liability, (B) 5
thousand dollars Property Damage, and (C) 50 Dollars De-
ductible Collision. (Fire and Theft Insurance to be
carried by the Chevrolet Dealer).
5. Charge no fee other than laboratory fee to cover cost
of operation and maintenance of car. (This fee may not,
in whole or in part, be applied on instructor’s salary.)
6. Permit the use of decalcomanias on sides and rear of
'
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the car reading "AAA Dual Control Driver Training Car" and
permit a dealer courtesy line under each decal in letters
not over !•§ inches high.
7. Return the car to the Chevrolet dealer at the expiration
of the Agreement Period or at 8,000 miles, whichever comes
first, in first class condition and with all routine greas-
ing, oil changes, etc., up to date. Upon the return of the
car or its replacement if such has occurred, a representa-
tive of the local Chevrolet Dealer, and the school will
fill out and sign the "Joint Inspection Report" in the
presence of each other. This report is for the protection
of the parties concerned. In case the car is turned over
to another school or college, the same procedure should
be followed to protect the first assignee.
8. Pay for any servicing or repairs necessary to put the
car in the same condition as received, except for normal
wear and tear, when it is returned or transferred to
another school.
9. Keep records necessary for making the "Term Report"
and other reports.
10. Submit to the American Automobile Association the
following reports and other when requested:
a. Notice of insurance coverage.
b. Notice of Beginning of Course.
c. Monthly Mileage Report.
d. Term Report (Summary of Semester).
f
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11. Pay all expenses incidental to the operation of the car
while in the possession of the school.
12. Have the car properly maintained as outlined in the
owner's manual, including especially the following terms:
a. Gasoline.
b. Complete lubrication and oil change job at each
1,000 mile speedometer reading.
c. Sufficient anti-freeze of the best quality in the
radiator during cold weather.
d. Keep the car. in a safe garage at night and when
not in use.
e. Have the car inspected and tuned up at speedometer
readings of 1,000, 3,000, 5,000 and 7,000 miles by the
Chevrolet dealer or by a service station approved by him.
f. In case the car is damaged, report immediately
to the Chevrolet Dealer.
13. Take every precaution to see that the car is kept in
first class condition both as to operation and mainten-
ance. This includes the responsibility to see that every
user is personally requested to keep the car in good con-
dition and is held responsible for any abuse.
C. TEE CHEVROLET DEALER AGREES TO :
1. Provide the school with a current model, five passen-
ger sedan for the period agreed upon, equipped with under-
seat heater, seat covers, defroster, AAA basic dual con-
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trols, outside mirrors, on both right and left front door
hinges, appropriately lettered and properly licensed.
2. Replace the car with one similarly equipped if the
mileage reaches 8,000 before the end of the assignment
period.
D. THE AAA AUTOMOBILE CLUB AGREES TO :
(Any responsibilities to be assumed by the local AAA Auto
mobile Club should be listed by number below and crossed
out of what the school agrees to do.)
This agreement shall take effect when signed by persons
authorized to act for the organizations involved.
For the School Title
For the AAA Automobile Club Title
For the Chevrolet Dealer Title
Address City
For the American Automobile Association
Title
".
.
.
.
'
AAA DUAL CONTROL
PONTIAC
DRIVER TRAINING CARS
Through the courtesy of the Pontiac Motor Division,
y
cars equipped with AAA basic dual controls may be obtain-
ed on a loan basis by high schools and colleges through the
American Automobile Association,
These cars will be assigned to schools which have a
qualified instructor in charge of an approved Driver Educa-
tion and Training Course, Since there will not be enough
cars to fill every request, cars will be assigned largely
on the basis of hours per week devoted to road training
and the qualifications of the instructor. Two or more
small schools may cooperate to obtain a car. Assignment
will generally be made for two semesters. This period may
be extended upon the availability of cars.
Each car will be fully equipped with seat covers, heater
and dual controls. It will be lettered, licensed and de-
livered to the nearest Pontiac Zone Office.
The major items of expense to the school will be:
Insurance, Maintenance and Operation, Getting the car from
the Zone Office and returning it, and a fee of $25.00 for
the Installation and use of the dual controls.
y The American Automobile Association, Washington, 6, D.C,
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Persons interested in the assignment on a loan basis
of one of these cars to a high school or college should
have the following application end agreement form filled
out and signed by an official of the school and the local
AAA Automobile Club* Two copies of this application and
agreement should then be mailed to:
Traffic Engineering and Safety Department
American Automobile Association
Washington, 6, D. C.
Application For Dual Control Car
(If the same car is to be used cooperatively by several
schools, an application blank must be returned for each
school, together with a schedule for use of the car*)
GENERAL
High School Prospective
Semester Starts Ends Students Teachers
A
__
B
_____
Total School enrollment Length of clsss periods
Periods per day
Give total periods per week instructor (s) will devote to
this course for:
A* Road training Classroom Instruction
QUALIFICATIONS OF INSTRUCTOR
(If more than one, give for each.)
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.
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Nam© Age Sex
_
Colleges attended Years Degrees
___
Years_ Degrees
Is instructor a licensed teacher under the lsws of the
state? How many years of teaching experience has
instructor had?__ If an AAA Driver Training Instruc-
tor's Course has been taken give date_
City where taken Course Instructo r
To how many persons has instructor given road training?
Classroom Instruction?
Does instructor own a car? Have a license to drive?
Numb er
Describe any other qualifications or experience instructor
has
Who will be responsible for submitting reports on the use
of the car?
IMPORTANT NOTICE ; All questions must be answered in detail
before an assignment can be considered. Failure to do this
will delay the consideration of this assignment. The agree-
ment must be signed by an official acting for the school and
the local AAA Club, Two complete copies of the form must
be submitted.
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AGREEMENT
For the Use of a Pontiac Dual Control Car between
The AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
and School or College
and AAA Automobile Club
I. THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION AGREES TO:
1# Provide the school with a current five passenger
Pontiac (when available) equipped by the Pontiac Motor
Division with heater, seat covers, AAA. basic dual control
appropriately lettered and properly licensed.
2. Have the car delivered to the nearest Pontiac Zone
Office at about and
leave in possession of the school until_ __or
until the speedometer reads 8,000 miles, whichever comes
first.
3. Provide the forms for any necessary records and re-
ports.
II. THE SCHOOL AGREES TO :
1. Conduct a driver education and training course which
meets the requirements of the State Department of Public
Instruction where such requirements have been set up,
otherwise the minimum requirements set forth in the AAA
’’Driver Education and Training Manual for High School
Teachers .
”
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2. Provide the instructor who shall be approved by the
State Department of Public Instruction (in the case of
high schools) and prepared in driver training methods and
techniques under an AAA aporoved system of training. The
instructor will devote the number or periods per week to
behind-the-wheel training as indicated.
5. Use the car only when taking delivery or returning it,
when giving driving instruction and when having it serviced.
The car will not be driven by a student unless accompanied
by the instructor or in the case of teacher training
courses by a practice teacher who has received proper
training for the lesson to be given by the instructor.
4. Charge no fee other than laboratory fee to cover cost
of operation and maintenance of car. (This fee may not,
in whole or in part, be applied to the instructor’s salary.)
5. Provide insurance coverage for the protection of the
School, the Pontiac Motor Division, the instructor, users
of the car and include the American Automobile Association
in the policy as an "Additional Assured.” (No additional
cost for this.)
The coverage must include at least:
25-50 thousand dollars Public Liability.
5 thousand dollars Property Damage.
50 Dollars Deductible Collision.
(Fire and Theft Insurance is carried by the
Pontiac Motor Division.)
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6* Accept delivery of the car, which is to he used only
for Driver Training activities, at the Pontiac Zone Office
and pay all expenses necessary to bring the car to the
assigned school. If a replacement for this car is neces-
sary through failure of the mechanism or because the maxi-
mum mileage has been reached, the school will pay all
expenses necessary to make the exchange at the Pontiac
Zone Office.
7. Return the car to the Pontiac Zone Office at the ex-
piration of the Agreement period or at 8,000 miles which-
ever comes first, in first class condition and with all
routine greasing, oil-changes, etc., up to date. Upon
the return of the car or its replacement if such has
occurred, a representative of the Pontiac Zone Office and
the school will fill out and sign the "Joint Inspection
Report" in the presence of each other. This report is
to be sent immediately to the American Automobile Associa-
tion. In case the car is turned over to another school or
college, the same procedure must be followed to protect
the first assignee.
8. Pay for any servicing or repairs necessary to put the
car in the same condition as received except for normal
wear and tear, when it is returned to the Pontiac Zone
Office or transferred to another school.
9. Keep records necessary for making out the "Term Report
and other reports.
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10. Submit to the American Automobile Association the
following reports when requested:
a. Notice of Insurance Coverage and Receipt of Car.
b. Notice of Beginning of Course.
c. Monthly Report. (Monthly and when mileage reaches
7,000 and 8,000 miles.)
d. Damage Report. (if car is damaged.)
e. Term Report. (Summary of semester activities.)
f. Joint Inspection Report. (When car is returned
or transferred.)
g. Supply other reasonable information when requested
MAINTENANCE ITEMS
11. Pay the American Automobile Association $25.00 for
the use and installation of the dual control parts.
12. Pay for removal of dual control parts and shipping
charges to the Pontiac Factory or Washington, D. C., if
requested to do so by the American Automobile Association.
13. Pay all expenses incidental to the operation of the
car while in possession of the school.
14. Have the car properly maintained as outlined in the
manual T,How To Enjoy Your New Pontiac,” including especia-
lly the following items:
a. Gasoline
b. Complete lubrication and oil change job at each
1,000 mile reading on the speedometer.
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c • Keep sufficient anti-freeze of the best quality
in the radiator during cold weather to prevent
damage
•
d. Keep the car in a safe garage at night and when
not in use.
e. Have car inspected and tuned up at speedometer
readings of 1,000, 3,000, 5,000 and 7,000 miles
by an authorized Pontiac Dealer, if available;
otherwise, by a reputable service station. If
trouble develops which is improperly cared for
at the local Pontiac Dealer or Service Station,
contact the Service Manager at the nearest
Pontiac Zone Office.
15. Take every precaution to see that the car is kept in
first class condition, both as to operation and mainten-
ance. This includes responsibility to see that every user
is personally requested to keep the car in good condition
and is held responsible for any abuse.
III. THE AAA AUTOMOBILE OLUB AGREES TO :
(Any responsibilities to be assumed by the local AAA
Automobile Club should be listed by number below and
crossed out of what the school agrees to do.)
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This agreement shall take effect when signed by-
persons authorized to act for the organizations involved
For the School_ Title
For the AAA Automobile Club_
__
Title
For the American Automobile Association
Title

On the basis of the post card questionnaire compiled
by the National Commission on Safety Education in 1945, it
was discovered that many school systems not offering Driver
Education and Training were prevented by doing so by, (A)
prohibitive cost, (b) a lack of cars, and/or (c) a lack of
trained teacher personnel.
In order to be able to offer this valuable training
course to its school population, and not be overwhelmed
by the above mentioned objections, the Abingt on School
1/
Department devised the Home School Cooperation Plan for
Behind-The-Wheel Instruction,
This plan has the approval of the Massachusetts
2/
Registry of Motor Vehicles, which cites the following
advantages for this method:
1-
It is the only plan which enables a school depart-
ment to give driver training on a mass basis,
2-
The cost is low,
3-
There is no insurance born by the school,
4-
There is no registration fee.
5-
There is no cost of upkeep,
6-
It does not require the services of a full-time
teacher,
7-
It brings parents and school closer together,
\J The Abington Plan of Home-School Cooperation For
Behind -The-Wheel Instruction.
2/ Eugene J. Fanning, Supervisor of Driver Education and
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Training, Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles.
8-More instruction is offered than under the dual-
control plan.
However, there are certain disadvantages to this plan:
1-
The student must rely upon the parent to bring
the car.
2-
If the family has no car, the pupil must depend
on friends, or be out of luck entirely.
3-
The program can fluctuate from year to year,
rather than be constant.
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DRIVER TESTS-^/
The matter of Individual differences plays its part
in the field of Driver Education just as it does in the
regular classroom subjects. However, since the driver of
an automobile has a definite responsibility to society,
it is necessary to be certain and accurate in our means
of measuring the abilities of the various drivers in our
driver education program.
It is important for the instructor to have some means
by which a student can identify his personal limitations,
so that he can understand the need for compensation and
correction and can seek the teacher’s aid in developing
his abilities.
VISUAL ACUITY TEST (Snellen Chart)
The purpose of this test is to reveal the presence of
defective visual acuity or the symptoms of defects. The
test does not determine the cause of the deficiency.
Accurate measurement of errors of refraction require
services of a vision specialist. This test merely indi-
cates the possible existence of faulty vision and thus
emphasizes the need of correction plus the importance of
high acuity in safe and enjoyable driving.
Lighting
1. A reflector lamp (120 watt bulb) should be placed
1/ A ssociation of Casualty And Surety Companies Building
Driver Testing Devices and Using Driver Tests 1947 27 pp
.
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2. There should "be no light sources behind the chart
or above the student so that it shines in his eyes.
3. Glare should be eliminated from the chart by adjust-
ment of the light sources nearest the chart. When the chart
is in use, do not allow it to be covered by glass, as the
light may be reflected or the letters distorted thereby.
Distance
The subject may stand or sit at a point twenty
feet from and directly in front of the chart. The chart
should be placed at a height on the wall so that the line
of letters on the chart marked 20’ is on a level with the
student’s eyes.
Testing
1. Each eye should be tested separately. Starting
with the right, (the left being completely covered with a
card (3” x 5”)) by placing the long edge on the tip of
the nose and the center of the forehead. The left eye
should be similarly tested second and, finally, both eyes
toge ther
.
2. The subject should start at the top of the chart
and should read down left to right.
3. The degree of visual acuity is determined by the
smallest letters that can be deciphered by each eye separate
ly twenty feet from the chart. The number to the left of
the last line successfully read should be recorded in the
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formula for determining visual acuity. One or two mis-
takes in reading a line are permissible,
i
V
__
D Visual Acuity- Distance from Chart (20 feet )
IT - Distance type" should be read
(Given on chart)
Exposure of Chart
1, Charts should never be exposed except during the
examination, as some people may memorize the order of
letters,
2. The background of the chart is white, and any
change of this background through defacing, soiling, etc.
reduces its effectiveness.
Evidences That Suggest Visual Difficulties .
1. Forward thrusting of the head.
2. Tilting of the head.
3. Eyes filling with tears.
4. Frowning or scowling.
5. Puckering the face.
6. Closing one eye during the test of both eyes
together.
Evaluation
Visual acuity of 20/20 means thst the subject at
twenty feet from the chart correctly read the line he
should read at that distance. This is considered normal
or 100% acuity. This test will discover the subjects
with certain visual deficiencies. It does not always
discover the farsighted subject.
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Field of Vision Test
This test is used to determine how far on either
side a person can see while looking straight ahead*
Peripheral vision is important when a driver is
approaching intersections or is passing or being passed
by other cars. The driver must concentrate on what is
ahead, but must also be well aware of persons and objects
to the side that might enter the path of the vehicle being
operated. Persons with restricted fields of vision should
be made aware of this and should be taught to compensate
by a shifting of the head at crossings and other points
of possible conflict. Studies made of persons having acci-
dent records have shown a positive correlation between
intersectional accidents and restricted vision on that side
on which they had the accident. A total field of 140° or
more is considered a normal range.
Equipment
Place the device on an ordinary table, 30 inches
high with chairs on either side so that the operator can
sit facing the student. A shaded lamp should hang directly
over the device so that its light falls on the movable ob-
jects and does not shine into the student’s eyes.
Testing Procedure
Have the student sit in front of the device and
place his nose in the notch so that his eyes are at the
'.
.
»
level on the spot of the movable object. Start moving the
object slowly from 95 degrees forward until the student
says that he sees it. Watch his eyes to see that they
focus on the center disk and do not shift. Watch to see
that his head does not shift its position during the test
for each of the eyes. Give him a practice trial and then
two test efforts on each side. Score each of his results
and record them. Manipulate the movable objects slowly
and carefully, so that the sounds caused by these objects
do not cause the student to think that he sees the object.
Incidental Teaching
Important points for safe driving that can be stressed
in connection with this test are:
1. Traffic at intersections and cars emerging from
side roads should slow down or operate with
greater caution.
2. Passing other cars on streets and highways.
3. Pedestrians stepping out from between parked cars.
DEPTH PERCEPTION TEST
This test is used to measure a person 1 s ability to
make judgment of space and distance.
Errors of distance, judgment and speed estimation are
responsible for many accidents resulting from "cutting in
too sharply," or "following too closely." It is well known
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that a drivers ability to judge depth and speed improves
with practice and that fatigue, or lack of practice, will
lessen a driver T s ability*
Equipment
Place the device on an ordinary table 30 inches high.
Place a chair 20 feet from the front of the device. The
illumination for this device should be directly over the
cars so that no shadow s are cast which could be used in
lining up the cars. Enough string should be supplied so
that the student seated at a point 20 feet from the device
does not have the extreme ends of the strings which control
the car. The cars should be identical in size, shape and
color.
Testing Procedure
Have the student sit in the chair with the car strings
in his hands. See that the proper level between his eyes
and the cars is maintained. The student should be able to
see the tops of the cars, but he should not be able to see
the floor of the device over which the cars are situated.
Place the movable car at the front end of the device.
Place the fixed car at the zero point on the scale as in-
dicated in the drawing. Instruct the student to move the
car slowly until it is directly opposite the fixed car and
then say "Line up 2 " He should then further line up the
rear bumper of the movable car with the "stop sign." Give
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three complete trials without informing him of any results.
Add the three distances of lining up the two cars for one
mark and the distances of lining up with the stop sign
for a second mark. At the completion of the test, inform
the student of the results. By collecting a large number
of test results under local conditions, a good set of norms
can be formulated. Significant variations will then be
easily apparent. A total of three inches or more in each
part of the test can generally be realized to indicate a
deficiency in distance judgment.
Incidental Teaching
This test can serve to illustrate the following im-
portant points in regard to safe driving:
1. Overtaking and passing cars.
2. Parking and backing in small spaces.
3. Maintaining a safe distance between cars.
GLARE RESISTANCE TEST
This test measures a person's ability to resist glare
or the amount of time to recover from glare.
Some people are very sensitive to glare and, when
blinded by oncoming headlights, require a considerable
length of time longer than a normal person to recover and
see the road. They may travel hundreds of feet during
this period of blindness. A deficiency in Vitamin A
significantly contributes toward glare blindness. A
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California study indicated that seven times as many in-
dividuals in a poor-driver group failed a glare test as
compared with the individuals in a good-driver group.
Equipment
The device is placed on an ordinary table. Chairs
are placed in front of the device and at the rear of it.
The student sits facint the device and looks in it. The
operator sits behind the device.
Operation
The student looks into the device for one minute,
with the dim lights on. Request the student to read the
letters to which the pointer arm is turning. Test him
on three or four letters. The operator should then cau-
tion the student that the bright light will suddenly be
turned on and that he is to keep his eyes open. He is
also told to read the letter to which the pointer points
as soon as he can see it after the glare. The operator
switches on the glare for five seconds and looks into the
peephole to see that the student T s eyes are open and
straight ahead. The five seconds are estimated by silent-
ly counting "One thousand one, one thousand two, etc.” A
little practice on this by the operator will enable him
to count off the five seconds accurately. Then the bright
light is switched off, the stop wstch is started and the
indicator is turned to another letter. When the student
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calls out the correct letter, the watch is stopped* Give
one trial and record results*
A noticeable difference in test results will be seen
betv/een groups tested during hours of daylight and hours
of darkness. The group tested at night will require less
time to read the letters after the glare because of the
variation of dark adaptation and the construction of the
equipment. A set of norms should be formulated for each
situation. Abnormal reactions will then be easily ascer-
tained.
Construction Notes
A dim light is an ordinary night lamp sold in elec-
trical stores. The bright light is a 100 watt, clear
bulb. It is suggested that the letters on the chart be
the same as those on the "twenty" line of a Snellen Chart.
The device should be constructed so that there is no seepage
of light to interfere with the student. The tip of the
pointer is painted black and the remainder of the pointer
arm is painted white. One side of the device should be
removable so that there is easy access to the bulbs and
chart.
Incidental Teaching
Important points for safe driving that can be stressed
In connection with this test are:
1. A period of blindness occurs when a driver is
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struck by the glare of oncoming headlights. A
certain period of time is needed for glare re-
covery.
A car travels a considerable distance during the
period of recovery from glare.
It is important to use your own deflected beam
when approaching other cars.
The glare of oncoming cars can be avoided by
looking at the road line by the right of your car
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REACTION TIME DEVICE
This test measures the length of time it takes to
move the right foot from the accelerator to the brake
in response to a stimulus. Since the student is required
to make a judgment before he reacts, the test measures
choice reaction.
Reaction time is important in safe driving to the
extent that a driver reacts correctly and quickly. The
importance of speed of reaction alone is frequently over-
stressed in its relationship to safe driving. Abnormally
slow reactors who are not aware of this condition are po-
tentially hazardous drivers. If they are made aware of
this deficiency, they can compensate by driving more slow'
ly and allowing more space between their car and the
vehicle ahead. The instructor should definitely point
out that fast reaction time is only one of many factors
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REACTION TIME DEVICE (continued)
involved in safe driving.
A driver’s reaction time varies with several factors.
Fatigue and distraction are frequent causes of slower re-
actions, as well as alcohol, which affects both reaction
time and alertness. The reaction time of women is slight-
ly slower than that of men.
Equipment
The device should be placed at the right-hand corner
of an ordinary table, so that the operator can sit along-
side and manipulate the red and green light switches with
his hand hidden. The string from the pencil to the floor
assembly should hang straight down and unimpeded. A
masonite disk 9 inches in diameter with an extension point
is placed on top of the turntable. Two small nails pro-
truding from the surface of the disk hold the calibrated
paper disk. The green and red bulbs are mounted directly
behind the opening in the face of the device, and this
opening is covered with transparent tissue so that the
bulbs are not visible. The light flashes from either of
the bulbs should be easily seen through the tissue. The
Micro switch should be placed so that it closes each time
the extension point passes. The pencil and the string to
the brake should be adjusted so that depressing the brake
causes the pencil to mark the paper disk on the turn-
table
..
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Theory of the Device
The device employs an ordinary 110 volt (60 cycle)
Alternating Current phonograph turntable which revolves 78
revolutions per minute. Each complete revolution of the
turntable therefore requires .77 second. At a point on
the turntable an extension point is placed which closes
the contacts of a micro switch once per revolution. This
extension point is the zero point on the turntable, and a
calibrated paper disk is placed with its zero mark coin-
ciding with the extension point. A pencil connected by a
pulley and string to a brake pedal is poised alongside
the electrical contacts. The device operates thus: The
device is started, and as the zero point passes the switch
it causes a light to flash. At this instant, the student
reacts and depresses the brake pedal, causing the pencil
to mark the calibrated paper disk on the turntable. The
distance the turntable traveled from the zero point (at
v/hich the light flashed) to the pencil mark (when the
brake was depressed) is the measure of the student’s re-
action time. The normal A. C. turntable can be relied
upon because it is synchronous with the 60 cycle A. C.
current. A deviation of two revolutions per minute above
or below 78 would only produce possible error in each
graduation of about .0006 second*
«.
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Testing Procedure
Seat the student in front of the device at a comfor-
table distance so that he can freely move his right foot
from the accelerator to the brake. The instructor sits
alongside the device facing the student, so that he can
manipulate the switches with his hand hidden. The instruc-
tor tells the student, "Keep your foot on the accelerator
until you see a red flash, then immediately step on the
brake pedal. Disregard any but the red flash. After you
have applied the brake, relax until I give you the signal
to do the same thing again." (The instructor should em-
phatically discourage any false reactions.)
The switches that control the red and green lights
should be manipulated in any irregular pattern so that the
student will not be able to determine when the red light
will appear. The instructor can flash a series of greens
and then a red; some intermittent greens before the red; a
single green and then a red; or simply a red.
Give each student a trial for practice and then three
regular trials. After each trial, circle his result at
the point where the pencil first marked the calibrated disk,
so that his result is not confused with subsequent marks.
Use a new calibrated disk for each student. (Calibrated
disks are available from the National Conservation Bureau,
60 John Street, New York City.) Record the student*
s
average and give him the calibrated disk.
..
.
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After each student the instructor should check these:
1. The pencil is one-half inch above the paper.
2. Floor device is in proper position for the student,
and the brake cord hands straight and unimpeded*
3. The zero point on the calibrated disk coincides
with the extension point of the turntable*
A compilation of test results to formulate norms will
indicate normal reactions which should be approximately *55
second. Reactions of *75 second and above are slow and
further investigation is indicated.
Incidental Teaching
Important safety points to stress are:
1* Everyone requires time to react*
2* A car covers considerable distance in the space of
time required for the student to react and the
brakes to hold. The distances on the calibrated
paper disks are for stopping under normal condi-
tions. Rain, ice and other factors would increase
the stopping distances.
3. Effective control of a car depends upon "antici-
pating” difficulties, slower speeds and good
brakes, rather than upon unusually fast reaction
time •
4. A person with slower reaction time can compensate
by slower driving, allowing more space between his
-fr •'
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and the preceding car.
ADDITIONAL TESTS
There are a number of other tests that have value
which may also be used in the driver education and training
program.
Visual Traits
Various aspects of visual skills may be accurately
determined by some of the following devices and tests.
1. The Feldman Adaptometer, Brombach Perimeter,
Pro ject-O-Chart
,
and Sight Screener are manu-
factured by the American Optical Company, South-
bridge, Mass.
2. The Orthe-Piater is made by the Bausch-Lomb
Company.
3. The Keystone Opthalmic Telebinocular device is
manufactured by the Keystone View Company,
Meadville, Pa.
4. The Cedar Cress Press of Yonkers, N. Y. has deve-
loped a "rapid-screening visual acuity test" in
which as many as 42 subjects can be tested at
one time.
Blood Pressure
Studies at the Center for Safety Education of New
York University have shown a relationship between low
blood pressure and accident proneness. Abnormally high
—-
blood pressure indicates a probable relationship with
accident susceptibility. The device used to measure blood
pressure is the sphygomomanometer and is available from
companies that distribute medical equipment.
Reaction Distance and Braking Distance
The "reaction distance" and the "braking distance"
of any driver in any car can be measured by the use of a
special device. One of these devices operates by use of
a sight stimulus, the other by the use of sound. In prin-
ciple these devices operate thus: the car is driven at a
speed selected by the instructor along an open road. With-
out warning the instructor pulls a string which signals
the driver to immediately stop the car. The device marks
the road at the spot where the signal was given. Another
spot is established on the road when the brakes are applied.
The distance between the first and second mark represents
"reaction distance," or the distance the car traveled while
the driver was reacting to the stimulus. The distance from
the second spot to the front bumper of the car after it has
come to a stop represents the "braking distance." The
total of the two tests represents the stopping distance
of the car and the driver. Plans for building one of
these devices can be obtained from the National Conserva-
tion Bureau. Another type, known as a detonator, can be
purchased from the AAA.
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ROAD TESTING
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The purpose of road tests is to check on the driver’s
skill and measure his ability to handle a car. Such tests
also provide an excellent opportunity to observe the atti-
tude of the student as well as to observe his driving ha-
bits, This is an important check on the various phases of
the school's driver education program, since skills and
habits are carried over into actual driving situations.
If a community is to have competent motorists, it is
desirable for drivers to be given actual "behind- the -wheel"
instruction by a school or community agency. Far too often,
members of the family have been imperfectly taught and,
in consequence, have passed on faulty habits, bad attitudes
and wrong techniques to those whom they teach.
The location of the road tests should be carefully
selected in relation to the school, the local police and
instructional needs, A little-used street that can be
closed to traffic should be selected or a driving field
utilized,
A diagram of a "suggested practice street" for train-
ing and testing of skills gives a plan that permits smooth
and easy progression from test to test, thus providing
coverage with a minimum of waste motion, A recommended
progression of tests is as follows:
A, Judging Test
Start smoothly and drive up to stall with a smooth
.'
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stop.
The purpose of this test is to measure the position
of the car in depth, and to the right and left. The
stanchions should be approached in high gear and at about
15 miles per hour, bringing the car to a smooth stop with
the bumper the end line and wheels on the side lines. The
car should not be eased in. Count as errors
(1) Touching stanchions
(2) Missing the lines
(3) Exceeding 12 inches between bumper and stanchions
(4) Not operating car smoothly
(5) Stalling the motor
B. Line Driving
Backing with left wheels on the center line.
The purpose of tests "B" and f,E ,T determine the ability
to drive a car in a straight line, both forward and back-
ward. The car should be placed with the wheels on the
line, then the student is notified to begin. (No doors
may be opened after the test begins.) Count as errors
(1) Leaving the line
(2) Stalling or operating the car in a jerky manner
C. Weave between the stanchions.
The purpose of this test is to determine the ability
of the driver to maneuver the car in close qtiarters. The
car should be started far enough back so that when the
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first stanchion is reached, the car will be running smooth
ly in high gear. The car should pass to the left of the
first stanchion, right of the second and so on past the
last stanchion.
Count as errors
(1) Touching a stanchion
(2) Stopping or stalling
(3) Going out of high gear
D. Turn the car around.
The purpose of this test is to determine the ability
of the driver to turn the car around in a narrow street.
Count as errors
(1) Touching the curbs
(2) Turning the wheel when the car is stopped
(3) Stalling
(4) Jerky starting
(5) Failure to shift gears smoothly
(6) Car stopping abruptly
E. Line Driving
Drive with the right wheels on the center line.
F. Angle Parking.
The purpose of this test is to determine the ability
of the driver to park on an angle. The angle should be
approached slowly, the car stopped and then properly
backed out of the angle. Count as errors
..
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(1) Bumping the curb
(2) Touching side lines on entering or leaving
(3) Not centering car in the stall
G. Parallel Parking,
The purpose of this test is to determine the ability
of the driver to park parallel. Approach the parking
space from a distance of 50 feet or more. Count as errors
(1) Failure to line up properly at start
(2) Backing too rapidly
(3) Touching stanchions
(4) Hitting the curb
(5) Stopping too far from curb
(6) Requiring too long to park
t
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CHECKLIST AND SCORE SHEET FOR ROAD TEST IN TRAFFIC^/
Name of Driver Date Examiner
Naval Activity City and State
Type of Vehicle Used in Test
Final Score 100 Minus
Total Deductions
Instructions
During the road test watch carefully the driver’s per-
formance and place a tally mark (1) in front of each error
made. If the same error is repeated, use added tally marks
(/ill ) for each time the error is made.
The figures at the left of each failure item is the
deduction value for that item. The total deductions
equals the sum of the deduction values multiplies by the
number of erros . To pass, a driver must receive a final
score of at least 75,
_____ __
CHECK BEFORE OPERATION
Fails to :
-1 Inspect tires
-1 Use Curbside Door (if Practicable)
-1 Adjust Seat
-1_ ^Adjust Mirror
-1 Check Headlight and Tail Lights
-1_ Check Stop Light
NCPI 190.10-1 (Revised I) Navy Civilian Personnel
Instructions Page 12
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CHECKLIST AND SCORE SHEET FOR ROAD TEST IN TRAFFIC (cont.)
-1 Test Foot Brakes
-1 Test Hand Brake
-1 Check Doors for Proper Closing
STARTING MOTOR
Fails to:
-1 Disengage Clutch and Gears
-1_ Warm Motor Properly
-1_ JTest Windshield Wiper
LEAVING CURB
Fails to:
-2 Look Back and Check Traffic Conditions
-2 Give Proper Signal
-2__ Wait for Passing Traffic
-1 Release Hand Brake
-1 Make Smooth Start
SPEED
-3__ Exceeds Speed Limit
-3 JToo Fast for Conditions
-3 Too slow for Conditions
-3 Erratic-Varies Speed Too Much
TURNS
-2 From Wrong Lane
-2 Into Wrong Lane
2 Cuts Corner
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-2 Too Wide or Swerves
-2__ Too Fast
-2 Without Proper Signal
OVERTAKING—PASSING
-2 Follows Too Closely
-2 Fails to Signal (Hand, Lights, Horn)
-2 Cuts in Too Soon
-2 Passes in Intersection
-2 Passes on Hill, Curve
RAILROAD CROSSINGS
Fails to:
-2 Stop Where Required
-2__ Look Both Ways
-2 Slow Down and Listen
-2 Select Proper Gear Before Crossing
PARKING
Fails to:
-1 Give Proper Signal
-1_ Park Within Two Backings
-1 Avoid Rubbing Curb
-1 Avoid Hitting Vehicle or Stanchion
-1 Set Hand Brake
-1 Park Within 12 Inches of Curb
USE OF CONTROLS
-1 Rides Clutch
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-1 Clashes or Selects Wrong Gear
-1 Races or Stalls Engine
-1 Slips Clutch to Hold Vehicle
-1 In Gear, Clutch Depressed, At Traffic Light
SLOWING OR STOPPING
Fails tot
-2 Give Proper Signal
-2__ Look In Mirror
-2 Stop Smoothly
-2 _Make Full Stop, in Proper Position, at Stop Sign
-1_ Slow Down by Compression
BACKING
Fails to:
-2 Look Behind Vehicle First
-2 Back Slowly (Sound Horn if Necessary)
-1 Back Smoothly
-1 Use a Guide if Necessary
ATTENTION
Fails to:
-2 Anticipate Actions of Other Drivers or
Pedestrians
-2 Keep Attention on Driving
-2 Limit Talking to Minimum
-2 Drive In Proper Lane
-2 Observe Sign or Signal
,r •
-
.
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ATTITUDE
3 Depends on Others for Safety
3 Insists on Legal Right-of-Way
3 Unnecessary Horn Blowing
3 Fails to Yield Right-of-Way to Pedestrians
3 Fails to Yield Right-of-Way to Other Vehicles
3 ^Overconfidence or cockiness
3 Timidity or Lack of Assurance
-- '< -
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YOUR RATING AS A DRIVER
Date
Name Sex Age
Address Height
Driver’s License Number State Weight
Days of time lost from work or school past 12 months
because of illness
Nature of illness _Year s of driving experience
Occupation Speed driven on open road
Gars driven over 100 miles each Miles driven past 12
months
How many accidents have you had while driving where damage
exceeded $5.00, or where first aid was required
__
Good Average Poor
1* Vision: Do you Rt.
Wear glasses while Lt.
driving?
A B C D E
2. Field of Vision A B C D E
3. Night Vision
A. Glare Resistance A B G D E
B. Glare Recovery A B C D E
C. Night Adjustment A B C D E
l/ Amos E. Neyhart, Mental, Physical and Emotional Charac-
teristics for Testing, Selecting and Training !Drivers, Insti
tute of Public Safety, Pennsylvania State College.
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Good Average Poor
4. Depth Perception A B C D E
5* Steadiness A B C D E
6. Strength
A. Right Hand A B C D E
B. Left Hand A B C D E
7* Reaction Time
A. Eye and Hand A B C D E
B* Eye and Foot A B C D E
8. Color Discrimination Norma 1_ ^Partial _Color Blind
9* Steroscopic Eye Test Pass Fail Doubtful
..
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Sum of 4 trials (2
430-440
410-429
390-409
370-389
0-369
Finger:
0
0.15-0.17
0.18-0.20
0.21-0.24
0.25 and over
TENTATIVE NORMS
Field Of Vision
on each side)
Simple Reaction Time
Foot
:
0.20-0.31
0.32-0.35
0.36-0.41
0.42-0.49
0.50 and over
Steadiness
Rating
A -Good
B-Above Average
C-Average
D-Below Average
E-Poor
Rating
A-Good
B-Above Average
G-Average
D-Below Average
E-Poor
Sum of 5 trials?
60-80
50-59
40-49
30-39
0-29
Rating
A-Good
B-Above Average
G-Average
D-Below Average
E-Poor
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Snellen Chart
Percent Acuity?
140^-150$
120^-130$
90%- 110%
60%- 80%
0%- 50%
Rating
A-Good
B-Above Average
C-Average
D-Below Average
E-Poor
<
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Distance Judgment Test
Total Error in 8 Trials (Units of i”)
0-4
5-9
10-19
20-39
40 and over
Rating
A-Good
B-Above Average
C-Average
D-Below Average
E-Poor
Sum of 3 Trials
24-30
21-
23
18-20
16-
17
0-15
Sum of 3 Trials
29-30
26-28
22-
25
17-
21
0-16
Glare Test
Wight Vision Test
I. -Sa,. - ... I, I I
Rating
A-Good
B-Above Average
C-Average
D-Below Average
E-Poor
Rating
A-Good
B-Above Average
C-Average
D-Below Average
E-Poor
--
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REGISTRY OF MOTOR VEHICLES
100 NASHUA STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Date
EXAMINATION FOR DRIVER EDUCATION CLASSES
Name Grade
School _Age
City or Town
PART I
DIRECTIONS : Select the answer which you think best com-
pletes each of the following statements and write the
letter which precedes it in parenthesis on the right-
hand side of the page,
1. Generally the best drivers are those who
(A) have the best vision (B) have the quickest reaction time
(C) do the most driving (D) can best adjust their driving
to conditions that exist
•
____
( )
2. Most traffic accidents are the result of
(A) mechanical defects in automobiles (B) defects in the road
(C) errors in judgment of drivers (C) adverse weather
conditions ( )
3. The factor contributing most frequently to fatal
automobile accidents is
(A) skidding (B) excessive speed for conditions
(C) defective brakes (D) defective roads ( )
--
.
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4. In driving any car for the first time you should
(A) examine the clutch for possible wear (B) lock the door
from the inside (0) back up to see if the reverse gear
works (D) try the brakes to see if they work.
__( )
5. If you are driving at the speed limit and a driver
behind you sounds his horn to pass, you should
(A) decrease speed slightly and give way to him (B) block
him to let him know he is already driving at the speed
limit (G) speed up and get out of his way (D) let him
pass and overtake him ( )
6* Having slowed down upon approaching an intersection,
you should
(A) glance right and then left before entering the inter-
section (B) look into the mirror and see how closely you
are being followed (G) glance left and then right before
entering the intersection (D) keep your eyes straight
ahead to see what dangers you may face ( )
7* Night traffice on the roads is much less than day
traffic
,
but night accidents in proportion to the traffic
are more numerous than day accidents* The main reason is
(A) poor visibility (B) drunken drivers are more numerous
(C) pedestrians walk on the wrong side of dark roads
(D) people drive faster at night than during the day ( )
8* When meeting approaching vehicles at night, the
cautious driver, in accordance with Massachusetts
..
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regulations, uses
(A) the lower headlight beam (B) the upper headlight beam
(C) the parking lights (D) the upper and lower beams
alternately
__
( )
9* When meeting or passing a car with glaring headlights,
a driver should
(A) watch the center line of the highway (B) turn on bright
lights (C) shield his eyes with hand or sun visor (D)
watch the right side of the road_
__
( )
10. If application of the brakes at 20 miles per hour
requires 28 feet to bring the car to a stop, the required
distance at 40 miles an hour would be
(A) 56 feet (B) 84 feet (C) 112 feet (D) 140 feet ( )
11. To bring a car out of a skid, the driver should
(A) pump the brake pedal lightly (B) turn the steering
wheel in the direction in which the rear of the car is
skidding (C) race the motor (D) push the clutch pedal
down
_
( )
12. To enable you to cross slippery street car tracks
or icy ruts without too much difficulty, you should
(A) ease into the tracks or ruts, then speed up and
gradually work your wheels out (B) slow down and cross at
as wide an angle as possible (C) slow down and cross in as
nearly a parallel position as possible ( )
13 If you are a safe driver, you will always drive at a
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speed which will allow you to stop under any conditions
within
(A) 500 feet (B) within one car length (G) within three
car lengths (D) within the assured safe distance which
you can see ahead ( )
14. You may save your life in descending a very steep
grade if you have your gears in
(A) neutral (B) third (C) first (D) second ( )
15. When parking on the right, parallel to the curb
on a down-grade, it is best to
(A) turn steering wheel to the right until the front
right tire touches the curb (B) turn steering wheel to
the left until the right front tire touches the curb
(G) keep front wheels parallel to the curb (D) place
gears in neutral ( )
PART II
The following incomplete sentences are partial statements
of the motor vehicle laws of Massachusetts. You will
complete each sentence.
1. No person operating a motor vehicle on any way shall
run it at a rate of speed greater than
2. Every driver of a motor or other vehicle approaching
an intersection of any ways, which for the purposes
. .
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hereof shall mean the area embraced within the extensions
of the lateral curb lines, or if none, then the lateral
boundary lines, of intersecting ways, as defined in
section one of chapter ninety, shall grant the right of
way to
3. In approaching or passing a car of a street railway
which has been stopped to allow passengers to alight
from or board the same, the person operating a motor
vehicle shall not drive such vehicle
4. The person operating a motor vehicle upon approaching
any junction of a way with an intersecting way before
turning into the same shall
5. No person, when operating a motor vehicle, shall
have or permit to be on or in such vehicle or on or about
his person anything which may interfere with or impede
6. No person shall operate a motor vehicle upon any way
unless licensed under this chapter, except as is other-
wise herein provided; but this action shall not prevent
the operation of motor vehicles by unlicensed persons if
..
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PART III
ANSWER concisely, but fully, the questions given below.
1. What is the right of way law as applied to through
ways?
2. If your car has just been washed end you find that
the brakes are wet and ineffective, what can you do
about it?
3. What precautions should a pedestrian take when
walking at night on a road without sidewalks?
4. What does a flashing red traffic control signal
indicate?
..
.
.
KEY SHEET—For the Driver Education Test given by the
Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vehicles.
PART I
(1) D
(2) C
(3) B
(4) D
(5) A
(6) C
(V) A
(8) A
(9) D
( 10 ) a
(11) B
(12) B
(13) D
(14) D
(15) A
PART II
(1) — reasonable and proper, hairing regard to traffic
and the use of the way and safety of the public.
(2) — a vehicle which has already entered such inter-
section, and every driver of a vehicle entering such an
intersection shall give the right of way to a vehicle so
entering from his right at approximately the same instant.
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(3) — within eight feet of the manning board or lowest
step of the car then in use by passengers for the purpose
of alighting or boarding, except by the express direction
of a traffic officer or except at points where passengers
are protected by safety zones.
(4) — slow down and keep to the right of the intersection
of the center lines of both ways or extensions thereof,
when turning to the right, and shall pass to the right of
the intersection of the center lines of said ways or ex-
tensions thereof before turning to the left.
(5) — the proper operation of the vehicle or of any of
the machinery or appliances by which the vehicle is opera-
ted or controlled.
(6) -- riding with or accompanied by a licensed operator,
except only persons who have been licensed and whose
licenses are not in force because of revocation or sus-
pension, persons whose right to operate is suspended by
the registrar, and persons less than sixteen years of age.
PART III
(1) — Every vehicle immediately before entering the
limits of a through way shall be brought to a full stop,
after which such vehicle may enter the intersection, but
a vehicle, whether on the through way or on the inter-
secting way, which enters the intersection first has
the right of way.
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(2) — The brake pedal may be depressed while driving
along at normal speed and the resulting friction or
dragging of the brakes will rapidly dry them.
(3) -- Walk on the extreme left side of the road facing
on-coming traffic.
(4) — It indicated an intersection at which a driver is
required to come to a full stop before entering.
TO DRIVER EDUCATION INSTRUCTORS ;
Driver Education in Massachusetts’ high schools
has not yet been standardized. Recommended minimum
standards are now under consideration by Registrar
Rudolph F. King, and his Advisory Committee on Driver
Education. This test has been tentatively adopted by
the Registry of Motor Vehicles as a minimum standard for
the aware of student certificates, exempting the holder
from the oral law examination, part of the official
driver’s license examination. It will be revised from
time to time to meet higher standards of instruction.
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The United States Army Plan For Examining Drivers
Examinations
After the student has completed the vehicle opera-
tor’s course, he should also know the relevant Army
Regulations snd practices and be able to perform authorized
preventive maintenance services* Three tests are provided
to determine whether he meets military vehicle driver
standards. They are an information test, an inspection
test, and a road test. Tests are conducted by a qualified
commissioned officer. Authorization to drive vehicles
is given individuals who pass this examination by the
signature and rank of the qualifying officer in the
’’authentication" column after appropriate vehicle, on
the student’s Army Motor Vehicle Operator’s Permit, ’M)0. 0.
Form 7360.
1-Driver’s Information Test
This test is to determine whether the driver has
acquired enough knowledge, after taking the driver’s
course, to be qualified as a driver of a wheeled vehicle.
The correct answers are listed at the end of the test.
The scoring of a test paper is aided by placing the first
column of the answer key beside the student's answers
on the first page of the test. The number of correct
u TM 21-300, War Department Technical Manual, February
1945, pp 29-37
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answers on that p8ge can then be found immediately. Use
the same system for scoring all pages. The recommended
minimum standard is thirty (30) questions answered
correctly.
Instructions
Read each question carefully. Select the best
answer to each question. On the blank line to the left
of the question number, write the letter preceding what
you think is the best answer. Notice how the sample is
marked.
Driver Information Test
Sample Question
A The right foot is used to step on the brake pedal,
(a) true. (B) False.
The right foot is used to step on the brake pedal, so
the statement is true. Therefore, the letter A has been
placed on the blank line preceding the question number.
Mark only one answer to each question.
1. Holding your left foot on the clutch pedal while
driving is known as "riding the clutch" and re-
sults in-
(A) excessive clutch wear. (B) the rear wheels
turning more slowly. (C) more control over the
car. (D) easier gear shifting.
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2 • In backing down a hill, the driver should put the
vehicle in neutral-
(A) true, (B) false.
_3. When skidding on a slippery road, you should-
(A) use the emergency brake. (B) depress the
clutch. (C) steer in the direction in which the
rear end is moving.
4. Hitchhikers, if in military uniform, may be given
a ride in an Army vehicle.
(A) true. (B) false.
5. Tire pressure should be checked
-
(A) daily. (B) weekly (C) every other day.
6. To check for leaks the driver crawls under the
vehicle while the engine is running-
(A) true. (B) false.
7. A cranking motion with right arm is a signal to-
(A) decrease speed. (B) start engine. (G) reverse.
(D) mount vehicle.
8. Cleaning of an Army motor vehicle is the responsi-
bility of the driver-
(A) true. (B) false.
9. If the lights change when pedestrians are in the
center of the street, the driver should-
(A) wait until the pedestrians are out of the way.
(B) start before the pedestrians get in the way.
(C) sound the horn and proceed.
.•
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.10. Convoy speeds, with headlights in good condition,
are generally the same night and day.
(A) true. (B) false.
11. In traveling in a convoy, a driver of one of the
convoy vehicles may-
(A) pass slower moving vehicles in the convoy.
(B) pass a vehicle that has engine trouble.
(C) exceed the local speed limit.
12. When you drive out of a filling station yard,
street traffic on your left has the right of way.
(A) true. (B) false.
13. Army drivers must obey the same laws as civilian
drivers, except on special occasions.
(A) true. (B) false.
14. When you are not in the convoy, you are allowed
to pass a convoy without special authority.
(A) true. (B) false.
15. The left arm extended at a 45 degree angle above
the horizontal is a signal for-
(A) a right turn. (B) a left turn. (C) slowing
down. (D) stopping.
16. If the driver discovers a mechanical condition
injurious to further operation of the vehicle
while in convoy, he should-
(A) continue at reduced speed. (B) drop to the
.-
.
. .
.
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back of the column* (G) signal the driver behind
for assistance* (D) stop and signal for other
vehicles to pass.
.17* When vehicles of a convoy are halted, they should-
(A) pull on to the shoulder. (B) stay in the
middle of the road. (C) place the right side in
a ditch.
18. The distance between vehicles in a convoy should
be-
(A) equal to the speedometer reading in yards.
(B) as the column commander directs.
(C) twice the speedometer reading in yards.
(D) 150 feet.
19. At a halt the driver should first-
(A) rest. (B) unload troops. (G) inspect the
vehicle. (D) talk with other drivers to see if
they need help.
20. You should not ice what the instrument panel
gauges indicate-
(A) each time you visit the filling station.
(B) frequently in the course of driving.
(C) every 500 miles.
(D) once a week.
• Blackout lights are always used for travel at night-
(A) true. (B) false.
21
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22. The front wheel drive should be engaged only
after a vehicle becomes stalled.
(A) true. (B) false.
23. With a front -wheel drive truck, you are most
likely to get stuck if-
(A) both rear wheels are in mud. (B) both front
wheels are in mud. (C) both right wheels are in
mud.
24. Scales are the only means of determining whether
a truck is overloaded.
(A) true. (B) false.
25. If the driver ahead of you in a convoy gives the
signal to pass, you should pass him.
(A) true. (B) false.
26. Convoys are not required to observe speed laws.
(A) true. (B) false.
27. When stopping a car while driving in low, you
should first-
(A) depress the clutch. (B) apply the brake.
(C) put the gear shift in neutral.
28. The front v/heel drive should not be used for-
(A) 6 percent grades on hard roads. (B) cross-
country driving. (C) slippery roads.
29. In small towns it is desirable to park a convoy
on deadend street.
(A) true. (B) false.
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.30 • The maximum load of a truck may he exceeded in
an emergency without special authorization.
(A) true. (B) false.
31. In crossing ditches, the driver should depend
largely on momentum to carry the truck through.
(A) true. (B) false.
32. Blackout lights are used primarily to-
(A) make the vehicle visible to others on the
highway. (B) illuminate the road a short dis-
tance ahead.
33. When approaching an unguarded railroad crossing
in an Army vehicle, you should-
(A) slow to 5 miles per hour. (B) slow down so
a stop can be made if necessary. (G) come to a
stop if visibility is restricted. (D) stop.
34. During freezing weather, vehicles should be parked
on brush or weeds in preference to the bare ground.
(A) true. (B) false.
35. Brakes should not be applied when the front-wheel
drive is engaged.
(A) true. (B) false.
36. Standard form Number 26 is-
(A) trip ticket. (B) an Army license. (0) an
accident report. (D) a gasoline report.
._
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37. In driving in a convoy at night, you should use-
(A) parking lights. (B) upper beam of headlights.
(C) lower beam of headlights.
38. A closed fist thrust upward from the shoulder
several times means to-
(A) shift to higher gear. (B) increase space
between vehicles (C) load vehicles (D) increase
speed.
39. The person loading a vehicle is responsible for
its safety until the destination is reached.
(A) true. (B) false.
40. An Army vehicle is normally operated in-
(A) low range. (B) high range.
41. For a given speed on the road, the engine runs
faster in low range than in high range.
(A) true. (B) false.
42. The brake should be applied "off and on" when
used in descending a long grade.
(A) true. (B) false.
43. Extending the left arm horizontally and describing
small circles toward the front means to-
(A) increase speed. (B) close up. (G) make a
right turn. (D) pass and keep going.
. When the gas tank is being filled, sparks from44

static electricity are most likely to occur if
the nozzle is held in contact with the tank*
(A) true. (B) false.
45* The air filter prevents dust from getting into
the oil in the crankcase.
(A) true. (B) false.
46. Three long blasts of a whistle repeated several
times indicates-
(A) approach to motor park (B) dangerous hill
ahead. (C) grave danger. (D) desire to pass.
47. You are driving on a snow-covered road and have
to make a stop quickly. The best way to do this
is to-
(A) slam the brakes on hard. (B) roll down the
window and signal. ( G) turn off the ignition
and apply the hand brake. (D) pump the brake
pedal.
48. During freezing weather, all water may be drained
by opening the pet-cock at the bottom of the
radiator.
(A) true. (B) false.
49. The oil guage indicates-
(A) the amount of reserve oil. (B) the pressure
at which the oil pump is pumping oil. (C) how
much oil is in the transmission. (D) the viscosity
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of the oil in the engine
50. Trip tickets should be turned in-
(A) at the end of the day. (B) once a week.
(C) at the conclusion of the trip.
..
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Test Answers
A_ 1. B_ 14
2 . A_ 15
C_ 3. D_ 16
B__ 4. A__ 17
A_ 5. B__ 18
B_ 6. C_ 19
B_ 7. B__ 20
A_ 8. B__ 21
A_ 9. B__ 22
B_10. C_ 23
•
1
—1
1
—1pqI B__ 24
A__12
.
A_ 25
A 13. B 26
A_ 27. B__ 40
A_ 28. A_ 41
B__ 29. A__ 42
B__ 30. D_ 43
B_ 31. B__ 44
A_ 32. L. 45
D_ 33. c__ 46
A__ 34. D__ 47
B__ 35. B_ 48
C_ 36. B__ 49
C_ 37. C_ 50
D_ 38.
B 39.

2-Vehicle Inspection Test
One or more vehicles are prepared with about five
defects and five items missing, such as one headlight
not working, missing fire extinguisher, oil low in the
crankcase, underinflated tire, or loose fan belt. The
student to be tested is given the following instructions:
”You are to make an inspection of a vehicle.” Assume you
know nothing about the previous use of the vehicle but
have been asked to drive it on a two hundred (200) mile
trip. Perform the Before-Operation Service using the
vehicle Technical Manual and WD Form 48. On WD Form 48
list the defects found. If he omits any, it is cause
for failure on the test.
5-Road Test
Study the road test check list. Before beginning
the test, carefully work out the necessary route and pro-
cedure, so that a maximum of testing may be done in a
minimum of time; at least twenty (20) minutes should be
allowed for each man to be tested. A vehicle is required
for this purpose. The first part of the test course should
be straight and level to allow the driver to become fa-
miliar with the operation of the vehicle. Every time an
error is made, it should be noted on the check list. In
some cases a given item may be checked several times
during the course of the test.
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The check list is based on errors most likely to
be made by a driver of an Army vehicle. The elements
have been selected which are the best indicators of gen-
eral driving ability. The items have been weighed in
terms of their correlation with general driving ability.
In giving the test a check mark is recorded each time an
error is made or repeated. Obviously, careful judgment
by the examiner is of greatest importance.
Following is a suggested "road test check list."
Name Serial Number
Organization Date
Point score
V/eight
1.
1
1
1
4
1
1
4
ROAD TEST CHECK LIST
Final Rating: 12345
Starting Vehicle (O.K. ).
1. Starts engine with gears engaged.
2. Starts engine with clutch engaged.
_3 . Fails to release hand brake.
4. Kills engine in starting.
5. Jerks in starting.
Stopping on level (O.K. ).
6. Engine not used for braking.
7. Jerks in stopping.
Use of controls (O.K. ).
8. Does not double clutch when necessary.
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1
_
1
_
1
_
1
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
1 14.
1 15.
1
1
2
1
2
2.
3
3^
2
.
1
16
.
17.
I8 -
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
3 27.
Strains engine.
Rides clutch
Clashes gears.
Uses Brake excessively.
Tries over 1, shifting fourth to
third gear.
Tries over 1, engaging front wheel
drive
.
Tries over 1, engaging low range.
Hand signals (O.K. ).
Not given for STOP.
Not given for right turn.
Not given for left turn.
Stops signs (O.K. )
Goes through 0 to five miles per hour.
Goes through over 5 miles per hour 0
Driving on hills (O.K. ).
Goes up in wrong gear.
Stops to shift while going up.
Stalls engine while starting on hill.
Jerks in starting on hill.
Rolls back over one foot in starting.
Coasts driving down hill.
Coasts backing down hill.
Driving through mud (O.K. ).
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1 28. Engages front wheel drive late.
2 29. Fails to use front wheel drive.
2 30. Stops while in mud.
Steering (O.K.
1 31. Fails to keep to right
.
•
02CO
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1
Drives off road.
1 33. Cuts corners.
1 34. Swings wide on turns
.
Parallel parking (O.K. )
2 35 o Backings over one try.
1 36. Markers or curb hit.
1 37. Left wheels outside.
Backing to platform (O.K. )
1 38. Backings over 1 try.
1 39. Feet over one from platform.
1 40. Markers or platform hit.
Miscellaneous
1 41. Speed excessive for conditions.
20 42. Accident
.
10 43. Near accident.
Years of driving experience Miles last year__
Driving of li-ton Civilian (years)
Truck or heavier Army (hours)
Hours of driving type of truck used for test
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Comments
Examined by
Suggested Procedure For Road Test
1-
Starting Vehicle
.
(a) Before the driver gets into the vehicle to take the
test, the hand brake should be set, the ignition turned
off, the transmission engaged, the front wheel drive dis-
engaged, and the transfer case placed in high range,
(b) Ask the driver to start the engine and proceed down
the road. Place a check mark before items 1 to 5 for any
error made. Each time any of these errors is repeated
use additional check marks. By the time the test is com-
pleted some items may have a large number of check marks.
2
-
Stopping on the level.
At some place in the course ask the driver to come
to a stop. Check item 6 if the clutch is depressed before
the brake so that the engine is not used for braking.
Check item 7 if a jerk is made.
3-
Use of controls.
(a) The coordination of the driver in the manipulation
of the brake, clutch, and gear shift, is observed through-
out the test and checks made when errors occur. Check
item 8 if the driver has trouble in shifting because he
does not double clutch when necessary. If on a heavy
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the driver strains the engine instead of shifting to a
lower gear, check item 9, Check the other items each
time an error is made. Some time during the test when
the vehicle is in the fourth gear ask the driver to
shift to the third. If the shift is made on the first
try, do not check item 13. However, if the driver must
try more than once, use a check mark for each try in ex-
cess of one. If the gears are clashed, check item 11*
(b) At another part of the course ask the driver
to engage front wheel drive and at still another place
ask him to shift to low range. Use a check mark for
each try necessary in excess of one.
4-
Hand signals.
The test route should include at least three right
and three left turns. Check items 16, 17, and 18 each
time a signal is not given. If signals are given im-
properly, make a note Linder "comments."
5-
Stop signs.
The route should include at least two stop signs.
Check item 19 if a complete stop is not made.
6-
Driving on hills.
If the terrain permits, part of the course should
include steep hills and mudholes. If the driver must
stop to shift while going up, check item 22. When part
way up a hill, have the driver stop, shut off the engine.

then start it again and proceed up the hill. Check items
23, 24, and 25 for errors made in starting. Ask the
driver to hack way down a hill. If the driver does not
use reverse gear, check item 27.
7
-
Driving through mud.
If the driver fails to engage front wheel drive before
getting into mud, check item 28. Check item 29 if front
wheel drive is not used even though the driver gets through
the mud. If the driver has to stop while in the mud for
any reason, check item 30,
8-
Steering.
Observe the steering throughout the test and check
each time an error is made.
9-
Parallel parking.
Mark off a space with lines for parallel parking,
eight feet wide and six to ten feet longer than the ve-
hicle from bumper to bumper. Use a log for a curb if
one does not exist. Use five foot posts or stakes set
in kegs filled with dirt to mark the ends and comers of
the space. Do not allow over three backings. Check item
35 for each backing over one, item 36 each time a marker
or the curb is hit, and item 37 once for each foot the
wheels or tracks are outside the eight-foot limit line
when parking is completed. Count the left wheel that is
farthest out of the parking line.
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10-
Backing to platform
Mark off a space ten feet wide and extending twenty-
feet from a loading platform. Use posts or stanchions to
mark the edges. Check item 38 for each backing required
in excess of one. Check item 40 each time a marker or
platform is touched. When the driver is parked, measure
the distance from rear bumper to platform. Place 1 check
mark for item 39 for each foot in excess of one.
11
-
Miscellaneous
Check these items each time they occur.
Scoring Road Test
The ’’point score” is the sum of the check marks
multiplied by their weightings. For example, item 9
check twice would count 6 points. The addition of all
points from items 1 to 43 will give the point score.
After a number of drivers have been tested a scale should
be worked out so that a ’’final rating” can be given on
the basis of the point score. A rating of 1 includes
the best drivers-those with the lowest point scores. Any
driving faults not included in the check list should be
listed under ’’Comments.” As educational measure the
various driving faults are explained to the drivers at
the conclusion of the test
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TEE INSTRUCTOR
In all cases where Driver Education and Training is
given, the teacher should have a special interest in the
field, and, if possible, receive proper training before
presenting the subject. Where road training is given in
conjunction with classroom instruction, the teacher must
have received special instruction and training for this
activity.
The following qualifications are necessary for one
who is to teach driving:
1. Conviction .
The teacher must believe sincerely in the
need for safe driving. If he himself is con-
vinced that accidents can happen to him, he will
be able to convince his students-and convince
them enthusiastically.
2 • Patience .
Teaching a beginner to drive is work of a
very individual nature. If a student is slow in
comprehending driving techniques, an impatient
teacher can ruin that student's chance of ever
becoming a skillful driver. If the student is
1/ State Department of Education, Augusta, Maine,
A Syllabus of Instruction in Driver Education and
Training 40 pp
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quick to learn techniques, he may be in even
greater need of learning good driver attitudes.
In either case, patience is a necessity.
3 . Initiative
Because the subject is new, many phases of
it must be worked out by the teacher as the course
develops. Mistakes occurring in road instruction
cannot be concealed from public view. Because
of the nature of the subject, pupils will have
great interest in it. The teacher’s duty is to
stimulate this interest and steer it into the
most productive channels -not to smother it with
uninteresting reading assignments.
4. Mechanical Ability
It is certainly desirable to have an in-
structor who understands automobile mechanics,
but not necessarily an auto mechanics teacher.
However, this requirement should not weigh
against a teacher otherwise qualified. Because
the purpose of the course is to teach students
to become good drivers, they must be given over-
all training rather than mechanical training alone.
5. Training
It is desirable that a prospective teacher
of driving should be qualified for the position
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by special training in an approved college-
level course, either in regular session or on
an intensive basis.
6 . Personal Qualifications
The teacher should be, and should have the
reputation of being, a safe and skillful driver.
These attributes alone tend to command the res-
pect of his students. His physical condition,
particularly eyesight and hearing should be ex-
cellent •
The foregoing qualifications are not the
only ones needed, for the teacher who offers a
traffic safety course must also possess all the
qualities that are desired of any teacher. The
teacher who is to present this work must possess
the qualities mentioned because the lack of any
one of them means certain failure. The pros-
pective teacher who possesses them is ready to
give instruction.
CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS
In order to give an approved course in Driver
Education and Training, the school administrator should
present to the Commissioner of Education proof that the
instructor in this subject is not only a qualified teacher
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according to the standards set by the Department of
Education, but that he has also taken a course or courses
dealing specifically with the field of driving instruction
and that in these courses he has received instruction in
behind-the -wheel training. Such courses may be on the
graduate or undergraduate level and may be either on a
term or intensive basis, provided they are approved by
the Department of Education. After submission of a
teacher ! s credentials to the Department, the driving record
of such teacher will be checked by the Secretary of State.
If approved, the teacher will receive a card from the De-
partment of Education indicating that he has been approved
by the Secretary of State and certified by the Commissioner
of Education.
Possession of such credentials is necessary in order
to secure credit for the course.
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Sample of Teacher’s Certification Card
State of Maine
Department of Education
This certifies that
(address
)
was approved and qualified as an instructor in
DRIVER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
on (date)
This certificate will be valid for a period of not more
five years unless revoked.
Certified Approved
Commissioner of Education Secretary of
State
, J
'
*
ub..
.
Sample of Card to Be Presented to Students Completing
This Course
State of Maine
State House Augusta, Maine
This certifies that
has satisfactorily completed an approved course in
DRIVER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
offered in the secondary schools by a certified instructor.
Presentation of this card within two years of date of
issuance will exempt the holder from the oral part of the
official state driver’s license examination.
Secretary of State
Superintendent of Schools Principal
Date
.f
. .
The National Commission on Safety Education-' found
that the two reasons given most frequently for not offer-
ing driver education and training were: (1) a lack of cars
and equipment; and (2) a lack of trained teachers. Fifty-
two per cent of the systems surveyed offered this lack of
trained teachers as their reason for not offering driver
training and driver education.
In view of this fact, a number of states are now
offering short in-service training courses in order to
permit teachers to become qualified to offer these courses.
At the completion of these courses, usually of one week’s
y
duration, a certificate is presented to those success-
fully completing the course.
For a school system to be able to take advantage of
the Dual-Control plan, it is required that a teacher be
qualified in order to offer this instruction.
The majority of these courses are presented by either
State universities or State Colleges for Teachers in con-
junction with the experts from (1) the American Automobile
Association, (2) The National Conservation Bureau, and
(3) the Center for Safety Education at New York University.
2/ National Education Research Division, Driver Education
and Driver Training in Public School Systems 1201 Sixteenth
Street Northwest, Washington, D. C., July 1945.
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Listed below are some of the programs that were
offered to high school teachers in the various states
that v/ere interested in vitalizing this course for our
high school students.
The following is a schedule for the Teacher Training
Courses that were conducted in the month of December un-
der the sponsorship of the Automobile Association of
y
America
Educational Sponsor
University of Richmond
Denver University
Ball State Tchr’s Coll
Board of Education
Denver University
Columbia University
University of Florida
Wilkes College
Location Date
Richmond, Va. Dec .1-5
Denver, Colo. Dec .1-5
Muncie, Ind. Dec .1-5
New Castle, Pa. Dec .8-12
Denver, Colo. Dec .8-12
New York City Dec .8-12
Gainesville,Fla.Dec .8-12
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.Dec .15-19
Instructor
Key
Neyhart
Carlton
Keyhart
Gulich
Carlton
Key
Neyhart
1/ Automobile Club of Rhode Island, American Automobile
Association, 50 Fountain Street, Providence 3, Rhode
Island.
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SUGGESTED PROGRAM
PORT WARREN INSTITUTE IN PRE-INDUCTION DRIVER EDUCATION
FIRST DAY
WEDNESDAY, 18 AUGUST 1943
Morning Session
8:00 - 8:30 Registration, Introduction, and Identi
fication of Enrollees
8:30 - 8:45 Address of Welcome - General Whittaker
8:45 - 9:14 The Pre-Induction Driver Education
Program: Nature, Overview of Content,
Relationship to Existing Courses, Pur-
poses and Scope of Institute
Mr. Kramer
9:15 - 9:45 Driver Training Program, QMRTC, Port
Warren, Wyoming: Objective and Scope
Colonel Bennison
9:45 - 10:00 Break
10:00 - 10:45 Driver Test and Selection of Drivers;
Inspection of Driver-Test Section
Captain Prentice
10:45 - 11:30 Inspection of Shop Training of Drivers
Major Overby
Afternoon Session
1:00 - 2:00 Principles of the Motor Vehicle Engine
Demonstration Exercise
Major Overby & Instr.
2:00 - 3:00 The Power Train; Demonstration Exer-
cise Major Overby & Instr.
3:00 - 4:00 The Driver’s Preventive Maintenance
Services Colonel Bennison
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SUGGESTED PROGRAM (continued)
4:00 - 4:30 Methods of Teaching Vehicle Con-
struction and Preventive-Maintenance
in the Pre-Induction Course; General
Panel Discussion
Dr. Stack, Chairman
4:30 - 5:30 Tour of Port Warren
6:30 Dinner for Enrollees, Staff, and
Faculty.

SECOND DAY
THURSDAY, 19 AUGUST 1943
THIE Morning Session
8:00 - 10:00 Elementary Driving Instruction;
Demonstration and Practical Exercise
on Driving Range Major Shields
10:00 - 10:30 Conducting Road Training in High
Schools Mr. A. E. Neyhart
10:30 - 11:00 Tire Maintenance by Drivers
Lieutenant Canfield
11:00 - 11:45 Lubricants Used and Lubrication of
Array Vehicles by Drivers
Lieutenant Canfield
Afternoon Session
1:00 - 2:00 Map Reading as Taught to Drivers
Major Danforth
2:00 - 3:00 Convoy Operations, Hand Signals,
Road Rules
Major Hanson
3:00 - Convoy to Pole Mountain Reservation,
Wyoming Major Hanson
5:30 - Field Dinner at Pole Mountain
Reservation
6:30 - Demonstration of Driver Sketching
Major Danforth
7:30 - Demonstration of Field Expedients
Captain Barnes
9:00 - Blackout Convoy to Fort Warren
Major Hanson
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THIRD DAY
FRIDAY, 20 AUGUST 1943
TIME Morning Session
8:00 - 9:30 Driver Training Films: Presentation
and Discussion -—Major Shields
9:30 - 10:30 Driver Training Aids: Demonstration
and Discussion of Aids in Use at
Fort Warren Captain Prentice
10:30 - 12:00 Difficult Driving: Practical Exercise
over Difficult Driving Course
Major Hanson
Afternoon Session
1:00 - 1:30 Teaching Driver Qualifications and the
Use of Testing Devices in Pre-Induc-
tion Training
Mr. Kramer, Office of The
Quartermaster General
1:30 - 2:00. .Making Instruction in Pre-Induction
Driver Education Effective; Summary
of Teaching Methods
Dr. F. R. Noffsinger
American Automobile Assn.
2:00 - 2:15 Teaching Materials for Use in Pre-
Induction Driver Education
—
-Mr. H. G. Danford
National Conservation Bureau
2:15 - 2:30 Assistance Available from National
and State Agencies in Organizing and
Condiicting Pre-Induction Driver Train-
ing Courses
Mr. Leslie Silvernale
National Safety Council
..Panel Discussion: Adaptation of
Army Training Methods to Pre-Induc-
tion Training
Dr. Herbert J. Stack,
Cha i rman
New York University
FINIS
2:30 - 3:30
3:30
'v *T
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
INSTITUTE ON SAFETY EDUCATION
To assist teachers and school administrators in
planning and developing a comprehensive practical pro
gram of safety education.
INSTITUTE LEADER
Marian Telford, National Consultant, School and
College Division, National Safety Council, Chicago,
Illinois.
SECTIONS
MORNINGS AT 9:30
Monday A Well-Rounded School Safety Program
Tuesday Student Safety Organizations
Wednesday Safety in the School Shop
Thursday Driver Education and Driver Training
Friday Safety in the Social Studies, English,
and Science Curriculum.
AFTERNOONS AT 2:00
Monday
'
Accident Reporting Analysis
Tuesday Safety in the Elementary School Curriculum
Wednesday Home Safety through Home Economics
Thursday Safety in the Physical Education Program
Friday Administrative Responsibilities for Safety
..
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SECTION DISCUSSION LEADERS
Selected School Administrators of Northern Califomi
Sponsors
San Francisco Chapter National Safety Council
East Bay Chapter, National Safety Council
DATE
August 5-9, 123 Haviland Hall, Berkeley Csmpus
-.
.
“
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
an INSTITUTE on
DRIVER EDUCATION FOR HIGH-SCHOOL TEACHERS
to be held under the auspices of the
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, STATE OF CALIFORNIA
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING EXTENSION and
DEPARTMENT OF INSTITUTES, UNIVERSITY EXTENSION,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
123 Hilgard Hall
University of California, Berkeley
July 21—25, 1947
8 a. m. to 12 p.m. 1 p. m. to 5 p. m.
PROGRAM
Monday July 21
8:30 a.m. Registration, 123 Hilgard Hall
9:00 a.m. Addresses of Welcome
Ralph R. Fields, Assistant Superintendent of
Public Instruction, State of Education.
Department of Education.
Frank N. Freeman, Dean, School of Education,
University of California.
Edgar E. Lampton, Director, State Department
of Motor Vehicles

A. S. Levens, Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering, University of
California
•
Frank B. Lindsay, Chief, Division of Secondary
Schools, State Department of Education.
9:30 a.m. Driver Educatlon-Its Objectives, Scope and
Content
Milton D. Kramer, Assistant Director, Center
for Safety Education, New York
University.
Amos E. Neyhart, Administrative Head, Insti-
tute of Public Safety, Pennsyl-
vania State College.
10:30 a.m. Available Materials for the Teacher
H. R. Danford, Director, Education Division,
National Conservation Bureau.
11:00 a.m. The Safety Field-National State and Local
George S. Ennis, Director, Western Region,
National Safety Council.
1:00 p.m. Psychophysical Testing Devices and Driver
Qualifications
H. K. Lambie, Bureau of Trade and Industrial
Education, State Department of
Education
..
•
.
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*
Iver C. Larson, Director, San Francisco
Chapter, National Safety Council.
Amos E. Neyhart
Denzil E. Widel, Assistant Co-ordinator of
Safety, Alameda County Schools.
Tuesday July 22
8:00 a.m. Teaching the Student the Construction, Main-
tenance and Operation of the Motor Vehicle.
Milton D. Kramer
10:00 a.m* Advanced Driving Practices-Rules of the Road
Amos E. Neyhart
11:00 a.m. Popularizing the Course and Overcoming Parent
Resistance
Milton D. Kramer
1:00 p.m. Behind- the-Wheel Instruction and Road Train-
ing and Tests
H. R. Danford Iver C. Larson
Milton D. Kramer Amos E. Neyhart
H. K. Lambie Denzil E. Widel
Wednesday July 25
8:00 a.m. Traffic Law Enforcement and Licensing in
California
E. Raymond Cato, Chief, California Highway
Patrol. Paul Mason, Chief, Division of
Drivers Licenses, State Department of Motor
Vehicles
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9:00 a.m. Pedestrian Protection and Education
W. A. Huggins, Chief, Bureau of Accident
Prevention, State Department
of Motor Vehicles*
11:00 a.m. Visual Aids and Their Effective Use
Elena Lagorio, Department of Visual Education,
Oakland School Department.
1:00 p.m. Practice Teaching and Demonstration
Milton D. Kramer Amos E. Neyhart
Thursday July 24
8:00 a.m. Administrative Practices and Standards for
Driver Training and Edtication
Milton D. Kramer Amos E. Neyhart
9:00 a.m. Traffic Engineering and Signs, Signals and
Markings in California
A. I. Rivett, Safety Engineer, State Department
of Public Works
11:00 a.m. Methods and Procedures Developes and in Use
in Presenting Driver Education and Training
Courses
Milton D. Kramer Amos E. Neyhart
1:00 p.m. Practice Teaching and Demonstration
Milton D. Kramer Amos E. Neyhart

Friday July 25
8:00 a,m.
9:00 a*m.
10:00 a*m*
11:00 a,m*
1:00 p*m*
4:00 p.m*
Equipment, Liability, Insurance and Posts
J. C. Spencer, Public Safety Department,
California State Automobile
Association
Fitting the Course into the Daily Program
of the High School
Milton D. Kramer
Records and Reports
H. R* Danford
Successful Driver Education and Training
Programs Now in Operation
Amos E. Neyhart
Practice Teaching and Demonstration
Milton D. Kramer Amos E. Neyhart
Panel Discussion Quiz
. .
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Registration Information
As the enrollment will be limited to 80, to assure,
your participation in the Institute on Driver Education
for High-School Teachers, complete the registration form
below and mail it today with your check for $2.00, which
will cover the registration fee, to the Department of
Institutes, University Extension, University of California,
Berkeley 4, California.
Registration Form
Department of Institutes
University Extension
University of California
Berkeley 4, California
Enclosed is check (payable to the Regents of the
University of California) in the amount of $2.00, for
which please register me in the Institute on Driver
Education for High-School Teachers to be held July
21-25, 1947.
Name
Address
,.
.
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A Short Intensive Course for School Teachers
In
DRIVER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
at
HARTWICK COLLEGE, ONEONTA, N. Y.
November 5-10, 1945
sponsored by
HARTWICK COLLEGE AND THE TRI COUNTRY MOTOR CLUB
in cooperation with
THE AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION
with the assistance of
THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
THE NEW YORK STATE POLICE
THE NEW YORK MOTOR VEHICLE BUREAU
THE STAFF
PROPER TRAINING REDUCES DRIVING ACCIDENTS
"A major responsibility that faces us in the imme-
diate future is the organization of a program of driver
education and training in the high schools of the state."
-Warren W. Knox, Director, Division of Secondary Education,
New York State Education Department.
WHY TRAIN YOUNG PROSPECTIVE DRIVERS ?
Approximately eight out of every ten high school
students become licensed drivers. The driver is at fault
. . .
.
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.
-
.
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in 10%> of traffic accidents. The 15-year-old driver has
a nine times worse traffic fatality record than the 48
year olds, who have had the best record.
DRIVER TRAINING IN HIGH SCHOOLS
Recommended by educators, approved by motor vehicle
bureaus and state police, endorsed by parents and pro-
posed by state education departments.
TRAINED TEACHERS IN TRAFFIC SAFETY
Specialized training is needed for effective safety
education. New emphasis on safety by state departments
will intensify this demand.
NEW STATE SYLLABUS TO BE ISSUED
The driver education program on the state level is
being installed through the issuance of a Course Bulletin
on Driver Education and Training.
STAFF
Dr. Henry J. Arnold, Director, President, Hartwick College.
Norman Key, Staff Educator, American Automobile Association.
Cullen Burke, Chief Examiner, Motor Vehicle Bureau, New York
M. J. Judge, Sergeant, Troop C, New York State Police.
Harold 0. Carlton, Administrative Educator, American
Automobile Assn.
Howard Brown, Secretary, Manager, Tri County Motor Club.
George Stone, Director, Curriculum Bureau, Secondary
.-
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Education Department, New York State Education
Department,
CLASS SCHEDULE
8:00- 9:00 A.M.
9:00-10:00 A.M.
10:00-11:00 A.M.
11:00-12:00 A.M.
1:00- 2:00 P.M.
2:00- 3:00 P.M.
3:00—4:00 P.M.
8:00- 9:00 A.M.
9:00-10:00 A.M.
Monday (7 hours )
ArnoId-Registration, Introduction to
the Course.
Key-The Magnitude of the Transportation
and Accident Problem.
Key-Past and Present Status of Traffic
Safety Programs.
Carlton-Need, Justification and Ob-
jectives of a Driver Training
Program
Carlton-Driver Qualifications and
Testing.
Key-Demonstration of Psycho-Physical
Testing Devices.
Carlton-Scoring and Administration and
Interpretation of Scores.
Tuesday (9 hours )
Carlton-Test on "The Driver" (and
scoring)
Carlton-Behind-the-Wheel Instruction.
Techniques in Driver Training.
Units for Instruction. Applica-
tion to the Students.
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11:00-12:00 A.M. Key-Motor Vehicle Construction, Opera-
tion and Inspection.
1:00- 4:00 P.M. Carlton-Psycho-Physical Testing of
Individuals
.
1:00- 4:00 P.M. Key-Behind-the-Wheel Instruction.
Field Work.
7:00- 9:00 P.M. Key and Carlton-Visual Aids in the
Field of Traffic
8:00- 9:00 A.M.
Safety.
Wednesday (7 hours)
Carlton-Test "Driver and Pedestrian
Responsibilities"
( Scoring)
9:00-11:00 A.M. Key-Qualifications of the Teacher.
Methods of Conducting Instruc-
tion. Educational Materials
and Aids. Organization of
Content. Plans and Standards
of Administration of Instruction.
11 :00-12r00 A.M. Garlton-Rules of the Road and Advanced
Driving Practices.
..o0«.1oo«• Key-Assignment of Lessons for Practice
and Teaching. Discussion and
Assistance
..
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1:00- 4:00 P.M.
8:00- 9:00 A.M.
9:00-10:00 A.M.
10:00-11:00 A.M.
11:00-12:00 A.M.
1:00- 4:00 P.M.
7:00- 9:00 P.M.
Garlton-Behind-the-Wheel Instruction.
Field Work
Thursday (9 hours )
Key-Test "Sound Driving" (Scoring)
Key-Qualifications of the Teacher.
Methods of Conducting Instruc-
tion. Educational Materials and
Aids. Organization of Content.
Plan and Standards of Adminis-
tration of Instruction.
Annett-Traffic Laws and Regulations.
Carlton-Skill Developing Exercises.
Explanation, Demonstration,
Administration and Scoring.
Key and Carlton-Field Exercises-Closed
Area. Demonstration of Skill
Developing Exercises and Testing
of Each Student
.
Key and Carlton-Demonstration and
Discussion of Visual Aids in
Traffic Education.
Friday (7 hours )
8:00- 9:00 A.M. Key-Test "Society's Responsibilities"
Scoring.
--
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9:00-11:00 A.M.
11:00-12:00 A.M.
1:00- 4:00 P.M.
1:00- 4:00 P.M.
8:00- 9:00 A.M.
9:00-10:00 A.M.
10:00-11:00 A.M.
11:00-12:00 A.M.
Key-Demonstration Lessons by Students.
Analyzation of Presentation.
Burke-Licensing Procedures and
Accident Responsibility.
Carlton-Demonstration Lesson by
Students
•
Key-Behind-the-Wheel Field Training.
Saturday (4 hours )
Carlton-Test nHow To Drive” (Scoring)
Key-Equipment, Liability and Costs.
State and Local Traffic Regula-
tions •
Key-Records and Reports.
Carlton-New York State Syllsbus and It
Application.
..
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Massachusetts Registry of Motor Vechicles
Teacher’s Institutes
179
Conducted by
Milton D. Kramer, Assistant Director, Safety Edu-
cation, New York University, New York
H. R. Danforth, Educational Director, National Con-
servation Bureau, 60 John Street, New York 7, New
York,
Institutes were held at the following places, for one day
each: in the Spring 1946
Bridgewater
Concord
Worcester
Amherst
Pittsfield
State House, Boston, Fall 1946
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ANNOUNCING
A SHORT COURSE FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
in
DRIVER EDUCATION AND
TRAINING
by
New York State Education Department
Office of the Assistant Commissioner for Teacher Education
and Division of Secondary Education
In cooperation with
American Automobile Association
With the Assistance of
Local Police Departments
Local Automobile Clubs
State Directors:
George K* Stone, State Education Department
Robert Wo Frederick, State College for Teachers
at Albany
Instructor:
Harold 0. Carlton, Educational Consultant, Traffic
Engineering
and Safety Department, American Automobile Associa-
tion
SCHEDULE
State Teachers College, Cortland July 7 to 12, 1947
o
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Advisory Committee
Harry V. Gilson, Associate Commissioner of Education
(Space better here)
William J. Gottlieb, President, New York State Automobile
Association
Hermann Cooper, Assistant Commissioner for Teacher
Education
John A. Gaffney, Superintendent, New York State Highway
Police
Thomas Vosburgh, Director, New York State Highway Safety
Council
Warren V/. Knox, Director of Secondary Education, State
Education Department
Emmett R. Gauhn, Chairman, New York State Youth Commission
CLASS SCHEDULE
8:00-9:00 a. m. Registration, Introduction to Course
9:00-10:00 a, m. Need, Justification and Objectives of
a Driver Training Program
10:00-11:00 a. m. Driver Qualifications
11:00-12 a. m. Demonstration of Psychophysical Testing
Devices
1:00-3:30 a. m. Administration, scoring and interpreta-
tion of Tests
3:30-4:00 p,m. Available Materials for the Teacher
4:00-4:30 p.m. Explanation of Practice Teaching and
.-
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2:00- 4:30 p. m. Behind-the -Wheel Instruction. Field
Work
WEDNESDAY
8:00- 8:30 a. m,
8:30-11:00 a. m.
11:00-12 m.
1:00- 2:30 p. m.
Test on "Driver and Pedwstrian Respons-
ibilities. M Scoring.
Plans for Fitting the Course into the
Daily Program.
Methods of Conducting Instruction.
Organization of Content.
Rules of Road and Advanced Driving
Practices. (Fractice Teaching Unit)
Construction, Operation and Maintenance
of the Motor Vechicle (Practice Teach-
ing Unit)
THURSDAY
8:00- 8:30 a. m.
8:30- 9:30 a. m.
9:30-10:30 a. m.
10:30-12 m.
1:00- 4:30 p. m.
Test on "Sound Driving Practices"
(Scoring)
Pedestrian Education and Protection
(Practice Teaching Unit)
Society* s Responsibilities (Practice
Teaching Unit)
Skill Developing Exercises. Explana
tion. Demonstration, Administration
and Scoring.
Field Exercises—Closed Area.
. -
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10:00-11:00 a* m. Licensing Procedures, State and Local
Regulations (Practice Teaching Unit)
ll:00-12m. Solving the Parking Problem (Practice
Teaching Unit)
1:00-2:30 p. m. Road Test in Traffic. Explanation and
Demonstration
2:30-5:00 p. m. Equipment, Liability and Costs, Records
and Reports
3:00-4:00 P. Ivlo Visual Aids and Effective Use
4:00-4:30 p, m# Panel Discus sion--Examination
6:50 p o m* Graduation Banquet and Presentation
of Teachers’ Certificates
.. .
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ANNOUNCING
TEACHER EDUCATION WORKSHOP CONFERENCES
To Qualify Teachers For Cond ticting
DRIVER EDUCATION AND TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
in Nebraska High Schools
Directed by
Nebraska Department of Public Instruction
Nebraska State Teachers College
University of Nebraska
In Cooperation With
Nebraska State Education Association
Nebraska Congress of Parents and Teachers
Nebraska State Safety Council
Nebraska Department of Roads ana Irrigation
Nebraska Safety patrol
Traffic Engineering
Traffic Safety
and
The American Automobile Association, Washington, D* C
•
and
The National Conservation Bureau
Center for Safety Education, New York University
to be held at
East Senate Chamber, State Capitol Building, Lincoln,
Nebraska, and Nebraska State Teachers College, Kearney,
Nebraska
-• t
- j
*
t * ,
February 9-15, 1948
Registration: 8:50 a 0 nu, Monday, February 9, 1948.
Ad journment : 4:00 p. m., Friday, February 15, 1948*
Outline of Workshop Program (tentative)
The Proposed Nebraska Driver Education and Traffic Safety
Program#
Traffic Accidents and Their Implications for the Nebraska
Program.
The Driver’s License Law and its Implications for the
Nebraska Program.
Psycho -physical Traits and Their Influence on Driving.
Demonstration of Psycho-physical testing devices.
Practice in Administering Psycho-physical Tests.
The Responsibilities of:
Garages
Insurance Companies
Lav/ Enforcement Units
Highway Engineers
Civic Clubs
Safety Councils for the Nebraska Program
How to Develop Correct Driver Attitudes
Materials for the:
Teacher
Classroom
Equipment for Behind-the -Wheel Training
I-
Visual Aids for Driver Education and Traffic Safety
How to Develop Correct Pedestrian Attitudes
Ho v/ to Teach Traffic Rules and Regulations
Principles of Skillful Driving, City, and Open Road
Knowledge Test, Attitudes Scales, and Road Tests
Demonstration and Practice in Behind-the-Wheel Driving
ENROLLMENT BLANK
(To be returned as soon as possible)
D a t e 19
To: Wayne 0. Reed, Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Lincoln, Nebraska
Mr.
It is requested that Mrs. be tentatively
Miss
enrolled in the Workshop Conference to be held at
Nebraska State Teachers College, Kearney,
Nebraska
State Capitol Building, Lincoln, Nebraska
during the period of February 9-13, 1948, It is under-
stood that the enrollment will be without charge, but
that the teacher and/or Board of Education will pay for
transportation to and from the conference, and f or living
expenses while in attendance.
Superintendent of Schools
Address
-i 1 .
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A SHORT COURSE FOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS
in
DRIVER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Providence County Court House, Court Room 3
April 14-18, 1947
Sponsored by
Rhode Island Safety Commission
Department of Education, State of Rhode Island
Scnool Superintendents Safety Education Committee
In Cooperation With
Automobile Club of Rhode Island
and the
American Automob ile Association
With the Assistance of
Rhode Island College of Education
Registrar cf Motor Vehicles
Providence Police Department
Director:
Hon. Patrick P. Curran, Chairman,
Rhode Island Safety Commission
Instructors
:
Harold 0. Carlton, Educational Consultant,
American Automobile Association, Washington, D.
Renato E. Leone Hi, Instructor, Rhode Island
College of Education
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MONDAY
Morning
9:00 Registration
9:20 Driver Education and Training Programs-History of
Development, Present Status, Objectives, Scope,
Content, Problems, Future.
10:00 Available Materials for the Teacher.
10:50 Overview of Traffic Safety Programs -Nation, State
and Local.
11:00 Responsibilities for the Improvement of Traffic
Conditions and Participation in this Program-School
Teacher, Driver, Colleges, State Departments.
11:50 Securing Support for the Program-Presentation to
Groups, and Public of Needs, Values and Objectives,
Popularizing the Course and Overcoming School Board
Public and Parent Resistance.
12:00 Luncheon.
Afternoon
1:00 Securing Support for the Program (continued)
1:50 Psychophysical Tests-Explanation, Demonstration,
Administration and Scoring
4:00 Explanation of Practice Teaching Periods and
Demonstrations- Assignment of Units to Members
of the Class.
5:00 Dismis sal
*
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TUESDAY
Morning
9:00 Test on "The Driver" (scoring)
9:15 Psychophysical Tests-Explanation, Demonstration,
Administration and Scoring (continued)
10:00 Survey of Content of Classroom Course-Units of
Instruction.
10:30 Organization of Content of Classroom Course-
Different Methods Commonly Used.
11:00 Practice Teaching Periods and Demonstrations
-
Supervised Demonstration by Members of the Class
Covering Certain Units to be Presented to Students
in their Own Schools.
Unit-Teaching the Student the Construction, Operation
and Maintenance of the Motor Vehicle.
12:00 Luncheon.
Afterno on
1:00 Behind-the-Wheel Instruction-Units for Behind-the-
Wheel Instruction; Techniques in Driver Training;
Application to the High School Student; Demonstrations
and Student-Teacher Practice in the Car.
5:00 Dismissal
i~
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WEDNESDAY
Morning
:
9:00 Text-”Driver and Pedestrian Responsibilities,”
9:15 Unit-Presenting Rules of tne Road and Advanced
Driving Practices,
10:00 Unit-Pedestrian Protection and Education,
11:00 Administrative Practices and Standards for Driver
Education and Training: Methods and Procedures
Developed and in Use in Presenting Driver Education
and Training Courses,
12:00 Luncheon
Afternoon
1:00 Behind-the-\Yheel Instruction (continued)
5:00 Dismissal,
THURSDAY
Morning
9:00 Test- ’’Sound Driving Practices,”
9:15 Administrative Practices and Standards for Driver
Education and Training, (continued)
10:00 Unit- The Parking Problem - Methods of Solving,
11:00 Fitting the Course into the Daily Program of the
High School.
12 : 00 Luncheon
*
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THURSDAY
Afternoon
1:00 Skill Developing Exercises -Exp lanat ion. Demonstration
Administration and Scoring.
Road Test in Traffic-Explanation, Demonstration,
Administration and Scoring.
5:00 Dismissal.
FRIDAY
Morning
9:00 Tests- "How to Drive’* and ’’Society’s Responsibilities
9:50 Unit-Traffic Lav/ Enforcement: Driver Licensing in
Your State.
10:50 Unit-Traffic Engineering- Signs, Signals and Markings
in Your State.
11:50 Equipment, Liability, Insurance and Costs.
12 : 00 Luncheon
Afterno on
1:00 Visual Aids and Their Effective Use.
2:00 Records and Reports.
3:00 Successful Driver Education and Training Programs
Now in Use.
4:00 Panel Discussion - Quiz.
5:00 Dismissal
*
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The teaching of driver education and driver training
is particularly adapted to the use of Visual Aids. One of
the most effective techniques in teaching today is the use
of Visual Aids. Here by means of the sound film, or slide
film, the student can be shown both the correct and the
improper method of operating a motor vehicle. The pupil
can very easily see the correct procedure that he has been
requested to follow, and the work has much more meaning to
him*
y
The following is a list of Visual Aids which should
prove to be very helpful to any educator interested in
improving a course in Driver Training and Education*
I. Motion Pictures
1-Danger On The Street - 16 mm., silent (1 reel, 12 minutes)
Distributed: .55p per day in Missouri, 60£ out-of-state.
Visual Education Service, University of Missouri,
Columbia, Mo.
Level-Junior High and above.
It emphasized the incorrect habits of children, which
lead to accidents on the street; jay walking, playing on
streets, riding on rear of car, crossing street between
parked cars, riding two on a cicycle, and hitchhiking*
Shocking scenes and showing of only incorrect practices
limit tne value of this picture. The film might be used
before driver-training classes and adult groups.
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Advertising limited to mention of Farmers Automobile
Inter-Insurance Exchange at the end.
2
-
Driving Hazards -16 mm*, silent (1 reel, 15 minutes)
Distributed: Free, Employers Mutual Insurance Company,
Safety Engineering Department, Wausau, Wis. Produced by
the Wisconsin Department of Motor Vehicles 0
Level: Junior High and above.
The main thesis of this picture is that the careful,
courteous, and considerate driver will keep out of
accidents. A number of suggestions for safe driving are
given and illustrated. Incorrect practices are also
shown. This film might be used in driver- training classes
and adult civic groups. Not well done photographically.
The distributor's name is mentioned at the beginning of
the film.
3-
For Safety's Sake - 16 ram., sound, color, (3 reels, 30 Min.)
Distributed: Free in New Jersey; selling price: $150,
New Jersey State Highway Department, Trenton, N.J.
Level: Junior High and above.
Illustrates the engineering methods employed and the
consturction program carried on by the New Jersey State
Highway Department in eliminating hazards from highways
•
Also shown are the various ways in which engineering has
made highways safe: divided highways with reflecting
curbs, reflector button signs, narrowing islands for
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drivers, turning at busy intersections, grade separations,
overpasses, traffic lights, traffic circles, and modern
lighting installations. Could be used to advantage in
civics and driver-training classes to show how scientific
design is solving the problems of motorists,
4
-
Formations- 16 and 35 mm,, sound, (1 reel, 9 minutes)
Distributed: Free, General Motors Corporation, Department
of Public Relations, 1775 Broadway, New York, N,Y,
Level: Junior High and above.
With the help of stop motion photography and invisible
driver, an airplane view of how not to drive as well as
how to drive in traffic is shown. Discourtesy is pointed
out to be the cause of many traffic accidents. The
commentator advises that every driver must watch out for
the car he rides in, the car ahead, the car behind, and
the car around the comer hidden from view. Emphasizes
a too-often neglected phase of driver responsibility.
Should be helpful as background material in driver-
training courses as well as for showing before adult
groups
•
5-
Guilty-16 mm., sound (3 reels, 30 minutes)
Distributed: $2 daily, H. 0, Davis, 522 North Broadway,
Oklahoma City, Okla,; sold at ijj>95, Kansas City Safety
Council, 419 Dwight Building, Kansas City,
Level: Junior High and above.
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Bill Hardaway is arrested and brought to court for
operating a defective vehicle and driving carelessly.
Judge Tompkins tells what might happen in the future if
Hardaway does not change his " know-it-all" attitude about
driving. The scene shifts to the home of Bill’s brother-
in-law, .Ned Cummings, who makes a wager with Bill that
Mickey, a safety patrol boy, Ned’s son. Knows more about
traffic rules than Bill. The three go for a ride during
which each points out traffic boners made by other drivers.
Thru animation and actual photography, traffic regulations
are explained. One evening, while driving his sister home
in his brother-in-law’s car. Bill is involved in a serious
accident in which his sister is killed. After he leaves
tne hospital. Bill’s mental agony gets tne best of him
time and again, for ne now realizes that careless driving
does not pay. Film ends with judge posing the question,
MAre You Guilty?” Could be used in high school driver-
training classes.
6-It’s Up To Us -16 mm., sound, (1 reel, 11 minutes)
Distributed: Free, General Motors Corporation, Dept.
Public Relations, 1775 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Level-Senior High and Adult
Presented in the interests of the conservation of
our natural resources, this film pictures the value of
correct driving habits in bettering car performance by
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saving gasoline, oil, rubber, and metals now needed in
our national defense program. Shows how drivers waste
gasoline and oil at high speeds, and bum up rubber thru
improper stops, scraping curbs, speeding, jamming on
brakes, and turning corners too fast. Final scenes
demonstrate correct driving practices for efficient use
of vehicle.
7 -Just a Thought-16 mm., silent, (1 reel, 15 minutes)
Distributed: Service fee. Bureau of Visual Instruction,
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. Produced by the
Farmers Automobile Inter-Insurance Exchange®
Level- Senior High and adult.
An attempt to show how forethought can prevent
accidents. Demonstrates correct driving practices as
well as the results of bad driving. With model cars the
right and wrong way of turning corners is illustrated.
True-to-life situations of drivers and pedestrians, many
of which are taught in a spositive manner, should appeal
to driver -training classes, high school traffic clubs,
and adult organizations.
0-Knight Falls -16 mm., silent (1 reel, 15 minutes)
Distributed: Loaned Free by the Bureau to groups interested
in film production; price of duplication, $16; produced
by the Gallon, Ohio, High School in cooperation with the
Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State University,
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Level-Senior High
A high school student is shown being overly courteous
to his girl friend at school but ungentleraanly on the
highway. His girl refuses to ride with him again until he
finally resolves to abide by the safe rules of driving,
namely, obeying stop signs and lights, giving pedestrians
the right of way at crosswalks, and using common sense
behind the wheel. This picture might be useful in teach-
ing driver-training classes safe practices in handling a
car.
9-Leaming About Turning- 16 mm., silent, color (df reel, 6 min)
Distributed: Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State
University
•
Level: Senior High and adult
A driver is shown first incorrectly and then
correctly turning his car around by using a driveway.
Another operator then illustrates how to turn around on
a country road by making certain that no traffic is
moving in either direction, backing into the crossroad,
and then proceeding on his way. Raises the point that
the way to turn around as illustrated is one correct
of doing it and allows the teacher to present this problem
to the class for discussion. This film should be valuable
to driver-training classes and adult groups.
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10
-
Live and Let Live -16 ram., silent, (1 reel, 15 minutes)
Distributed: Service fee; Briham Young University, Provo
Utah
Level: Senior high and above.
Opening scenes emphasize the needlessness of most of
the detahs resulting from auto accidents. The results of
reckless and careless driving are shown. Rules for safe
driving are also given. The showing of several gruesome
scenes and antedated cars and clothes might tend to
limit the value of this picture to driver-training classe
11-
Rules of The Road-16 ram., silent, (1 reel, 15 minutes)
Distributed: Free in Wisconsin, Milwaukee Safety
Commission, 203 City Hall, Milwaukee, Wis.
Level- Senior high and adult.
An old film showing a series of badly wrecked cars
resulting from carelessness and reckless driving.
12-
Safety Lasts -16 mmo, silent (1 reel, 14 minutes)
Distributed: $3 per day. Grand Rapids Safety Council,
301 Federal Square Building, Grand Rapids, Mich*
Level: Senior high and adult.
The picture opens with a summary of statistics of
accidents and deaths that have occurred in Michigan. A
series of car wrecks is shown, each one of which is
preceded by a caption on the cause of the accident.
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15-Screw Drivers of 1940-16 mm,, sound, (1 reel, 15 minutes)
Distributed: Free, Shell Oil Company, Inc,, 50 West 50th
Street, New York, N.Y., or district offices.
Level: Junior high and above.
Lew Lahr, motion picture comedian, follows Mr,
Anybody in his car and points out the practices of a screw
driver: cutting out of line without hand signal, passing
cars on the right, weaving in and out to the left of the
center of the road, blocking traffic, and double parking.
Mr. Anybody is shown in a store picking up a package for
a lady. He is polite at home, too, but has no driving
manners on the road,
14
-
Seeing Green-16 and 55 mm., sound (1 reel, 9 minutes)
Distributed: Sold at ^56 per 16 mm. reel and &72 per 55 mm.
reel by Jam Hanay Organization, 2821 Last Grand Boulevard,
Detroit, Mich.
Level-Junior high and above.
A short, interesting explanation of how traffic
lights work and how the driver can use them to best ad-
vantage. The need for more standardization is pointed out
in a number of scenes showing the wide variety of traffic
signals and various kinds of traffic lights used in
different parts of the nation. This picture could be used
to show how traffic lights help make the streets and
highways safe for motorists and pedestrians.
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15-Steps to Safety -16 mm., sound (2-g- reels, 25 minutes)
Distributed: Free in New Jersey; for sale only, other
states, $50 per print. New Jersey State Department of
Motor Vehicles, Trenton, N.J.
Level: Junior high and above.
The need for cooperation between motorist and
pedestrian for the safety of both is clearly brought out
in this film. The many causes of pedestrian accidents
and the methods used by the New Jersey Motor Vehicle
Department in educating the pedestrians and drivers are
shown. A poll and interview with pedestrians and drivers
to determine who is responsible for pedestrian accidents
add humor to the presentation.
16~TJncle Fim Tells t Em-16 mm., sound, (1-g- reels, 14 minutes)
Distributed: Free, ’Wilding Picture Productions, Inc.,
1545 Argyle Street, Chicago, 111.
Level- Senior high and adult
Produced for Plymouth Division, Chrysler Motor Car
Company. Presents methods of conserving gasoline and
tires and shows how by driving skillfully, maximum auto
efficiency may be attained. Experiments performed on a
car prove that gas economy decreases when speed increases.
17 -Watch Your Step -16 ram., silent, color (2 reels, 27 min.)
Distributed: $3 per day. Grand Rapids, Michigan, Safety
Council
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Level: Junior high, and above.
A film designed to inform citizens of police measures
to protect the pedestrian. Mr. Walker, a traffic violator,
is taken on a tour of the traffic department and is shown
how the police operate to protect him from accidents. He
is shown the safety education program conducted by the
police in the schools, and is then taken to the accident
record department. 'Walker leaves the traffic division
promising to be a safe pedestrian in the future*
18-
Around The Comer-16 and 35 mm., sound (1 reel, 10 min.)
Distributed: Sold at £36 per 16 mm. reel and £72 per 35 mm.
reel by Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich*
Level: Junior high and above.
An excellent explanation of the differential gears in
an auto. Motorcycle riders are shown going thru group
formations to illustrate the principle of the differential.
A typical differential is then shown connecting the rear
wheels of a car to the engine, providing both wheels with
added grip on curving roads
•
19
-
Cool Heaas -16 and 35 mm., sound (2 reels, 20 minutes)
Distributed: Free, E. I. Dupont De Nemours and Company, Inc.
Room 13456, Nemours Building, Wilmington, Del.
Level: Senior high and above.
The film could be used to illustrate the proper care of
the auto cooling system.
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20-
Dovm the Gasoline Trail-16 and 35 mm., sound (1 reel, 8 min)
Distributed: $36 per 16 mm. reel and $72 per 35 mm. reel
by the Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich.
Level: Junior High and above.
An animated cartoon picture of the life of a drop of
gasoline from the time it is put into the gas tank until
it is converted into power.
21
-
The Elements Of An Automobile-16 mm., silent (12 reels,
3 hours)
Distributed: $1.50 daily per reel; for sale at $24 per
reel, Bray Pictures Corp., 729 7th Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Level: Senior high and adult.
A series illustrating the detailed operation and
functioning of an automobile by means of animated drawings
and mechanical models.
22-
Horsepower-16 and 35 mm., sound (1 reel, 9 minutes)
Distributed: Sold at $36 per 16 mm. reel and $72 per 35 mm.
reel by Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich.
Level: Junior high and above.
A clear presentation of the history and meaning of
the term horsepower from the time of James Watt in 1769.
The size and design are pointed out to be important
factors in controlling the amount and kind of power,
25-The Hot Head-16 and 35 mm., sound (1 reel, 13 minutes)
Distributed: Sold at $36 per 16 mm. reel and $72 per 35 mm.

203
peel by Jam Kandy Organization, Detroit, Mich.
Level: Senior high and adult.
The four strokes of the internal combustion engine
are explained.
24
"
The Parade of Champions -16 and 35 mm., sound (2 reels,
13 minutes)
Distributed: Free, Ford Good Drivers League, Dearborn,
Mich.
Level: Junior High and above.
Jackie Moran, a typical high-school boy, interviews
Grantland Rice, a sports writer, to find out what makes
a champion.
25
-
Precisely So-16 mm., sound, (2 reels, 20 minutes)
Distributed: Free, Department of Public Relations,
General Motors Corporation, 1775 Broadway, Hew York, N.Y.
Level: Senior high and adult.
An exposition of precision instruments used in
automobile parts manufacturing. The many parts of a car
are tested and inspected for accuracy, precision, and
exactness.
26
-
Riding The Film-16 and 35 mm 0
,
sound, (1 reel, 8 minutes)
Distributed: Sold at $36 per 16 mm. reel and $72 per 35
mm. reel, by Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich.
Level: Junior High and above.
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A detailed explanation of how an automobile engine
is lubricated is illustrated.
27
-
Short Stops -16 and 35 mm., sound (1 reel, 8 minutes)
Distributed: Sold at $36 per 16 mm. reel and $72 per 35
mm. reel by Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich#
Level: Senior High and above.
An explanation of the operation of the hydraulic
brake. The effect of speed and road surface on stopping
distance is shown.
28
-
Skills Of The Road-16 ram., silent (2 reels, 23 minutes)
Distributed: Free in Connecticut, Connecticut State
Department of Motor Vehicles, Safety Promotion Section,
Hartford, Conn.
Level: Senior high and adult.
Pictures driver-training program at Darien, Conn.,
High School. Practice in correct driving methods is
obtained on a practice lot before the student is shown
giving a demonstration in traffic.
29
-
Smooth Start -16 and 35 mm., sound, (1 reel, 11 minutes)
Distributed: Sold at $36 per 16 mm. reel and $72 per 35
mm. reel by Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich.
Level: Junior high and above.
lains in detail the function and operation of the
clutch in supplying friction to start a car.
30-
Spinning Levers -16 and 35 mm., sound, (1 reel, 10 min.)
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Distributed: Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich*
Level: Junior high and above.
A clear explanation of the principles and actual
functioning of the gears in an automobile*
51-
Stop That Car l - 16 and 35 mm., sound, (1 reel, 8 min.)
Distributed: Jam Handy Organization, Detroit, Mich*
Level: Senior high and adult.
This picture explains very clearly the principles
of the automobile brake, how friction is applied, and how
heat is generated and finally escapes.
52-
Tomorrow t s Drivers -16 mm. sound, (1 reel, 10 minutes)
Distributed: $1.50 per day, $3 per week, New York
University Film Library, 71 Washington Square South,
New York, N.Y.
Level: Senior high and adult.
Presents the experiences of novice drivers enrolled
in a high-school driver-education and training course.
Classroom work is integrated with road instruction.
55-Willard And You-16 mm., sound (3^ reels, 35 minutes)
Distributed: Free, 'Willard Storage Battery Company,
24 6-86 East 131st Street, Cleveland, Ohio
Level: Junior High and above.
The manufacture of Willard storage batteries from
the molding of frames to the final assembly, testing, and
charging of the batteries. The uses to which batteries
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Military Driver Training Films
The films listed below are produced in either 35 mm.
sound or 16 mm. sound. They may sometimes be obtained on
loan by making a request in v/riting, on official school
stationery, to the Training Division of your Service Command
The films will be released only if they have sufficient
quantities
.
Number Title
11-551 The Motor Vehicle Driver
Responsibility, Nomenclature, Fire
Regulations Accident Prevention
11-552 The Motor Vehicle Driver
Hand Signals, Road Rules and Regulations
11-553 The Motor Vehicle Driver
Elementary Driving, Instructions and
Inspections
11-554 The Motor Vehicle Driver
Difficult Driving, Use of Traction Aids
11-555 The Motor Vehicle Driver
Traction Devices and Winch, Use of the
Winch
11-556 The Motor Vehicle Driver, Map Reading
Map Reading *
11-557 The Motor Vehicle Driver
Running
Time
40 min.
20 min.
35 min.
35 min.
40 min.
15 min.
30 min
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11-558 Marching, Night Driving
11-558 The Motor Vehicle Driver
First Echelon Maintenance, Wheels and Tires
Cleaning and Servicing,
Lubrication
11-559 The Motor Vehicle Driver
Proper Loading, Vehicle Abuse, Trouble
Shooting and Reports
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60 min.
35 min.
II, Sound-Slide Films
Still pictures printed on 55 mm, film; accompanied
by phonograph record explaining each picture.
1
-
If It Happens (15 minutes)
Distributed: $2.75 first week, $2,25 each additional week
to members; $5 forst week, $2.50 each additional week to
non-members; selling price: $7.50 to members, $15 to non-
members, National Safety Council, Inc., 20 North Wacker
Drive, Chicago, 111,
Level: Senior high and adult
Tells the truck driver what to do in case he is
involved in an accident.
2
-
Learning To Drive (30 minutes)
Distributed: $1 daily; selling price; $6, Center for
Safety Education, New York University, 8 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y.
Level: Seniot High
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Prepared, primarily for high-school students in
driver-training courses*
5
-
Mind Over Matter (15 minutes)
Distributed: Free, agents of the Zurick General Accident
and Liability Insurance Company, Ltd*, 135 South LaSalle
Street, Chicago, 111*
Level: Senior high and adult
Emphasis is placed on the necessity for clear
thinking, good judgment, caution, and care in preventing
accidents while driving*
4
-
No Use Skidding (20 minutes)
Distributed: National Safety Council, 20 North Wacker
Driver, Chicago, 111.
Level: Senior high and adult*
Covers the subject of winter driving hazards.
Reduced visibility and reduced traction are pointed out
as being the two major reasons for an increase in
accidents occurring in winter.
5
-
Sense and Safety (24 minutes)
Distributed: Free, Maryland State Police, Guilford Avenue
and Twenty-first Street, Baltimore, Md*
Level: Senior high and adult*
A vivid presentation of highway traffic problems,
their causes, and possible remedies* Accident statistics
are graphically presented, and the results of careless
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driving shown,
6
-
So You Want a Driver's License ( 15 minut e s
)
Distributed: $1 daily, selling price: $6, Center for
Safety Education, New York University, 8 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y, Produced in cooperation with the New York
State Motor Vehicle Bureau.
Level: Senior high and adult
lains the steps taken by an applicant in getting
a driver’s permit in New York State. A number of good
driving practices is also included.
Slidefilms
Education Division, National Conservation Bureau,
60 John Street, New York 7, New York.
The following slidefilm strips are 33 mm with a
record and require the use of a special slide machine. The
borrower must pay all of the transportation charges.
1-
Are Your Feet Killing You? 20 minutes
This illustrates the dangers of jay walking, and
shows the necessity for alertness at all times.
2-
Defensive Driving 20 minutes
Discusses the problem of night driving, backing,
fatigue, parking and braking.
5-Testing The Drinking Driver
Illustrates the effects of varying amounts of
intoxicating beverages on the individual.
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Ill Film Strips, Silent
(Still pictures printed on 35 mm. film; each frame
containing a picture, an explanation, or both, sometimes
accompanied by lecture notes. Unless otherwise specified
strips are for sale only.)
1
-
Mr. Driver, Meet Your Automobile (45 frames)
Distributed: $2.50, Carl J. Omess, 2730 Arlington Avenue
Lincoln, Nebraska
Level: Senior high and adult.
A good analysis of the parts making up an automobile.
The operation and care of each unit are described. Script
included.
2
-
Safety on the Highways (70 frames)
Distributed: Carl J. Omess.
Level: Senior high and adult
Presents 25 questions and answers taken from the
booklet, "Safety on the Highways." Commentary included.
5 -Safety Thoughts (70 frames)
Distributed: Carl J. Omess.
Level: Senior high and adults.
Cars and roads of forty years ago are compared with
present day models and highways. Script included.
4 Your Head Lamps Speaking (54 frames)
Distributed: Carl J. Omess
Level: Senior high and adult
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An analysis of headlights showing contruction,
tests, and defects in adjustment. An instructional
manual is included.
5-
The Driver Personalities (78 double width frames)
Distributed: Materials-cost basis. Visual Aids, W.P.A.,
274 George Street, New Haven, Conn. Sponsored by the
Connecticut State Department of Education.
Level: Senior high and adult.
The characteristics possessed by a good driver are
listed as being patience, carefulness, obedience to the
law, and self-control.
6
-
Street and Highway Safety, Safe Driving (Part I
)
(81 double width frames)
Distributed- Visual Aids, W.P.A., New Haven, Conn.
Level: Junior high and above.
Emphasizes that safe driving is the result of
adequate knowledge of physical laws and physical operation
of the various car controls.
7
-
Street and Highway Safety-Safe Driving, (Part II)
(78 double-width frames)
Distributed: Visual Aids, W.P.A., New Haven, Conn.
Level: Junior high and above.
Part II includes a number of problems on: hidden
traffic hazards, sight distance, how to drive thru a
blind intersection, what to do when following a line of
c
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cars or turning at an intersection, the meaning of road
signs, and what to do when turning in fog.
.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
American Automobile Association, Pennsylvania Avenue, at
17th Street, Washington 6, D. Co
Bibli ography of Traffic Safety Materials. 1945, 11 pp, Free
Copy of available traffic safety materials, valuable for
aiding in planning the teacher’s work.
Certificates of Achievement, 1946, 1 p,
Single copy free to educators. Colorful print of a standard
certificate of achievement used nationally by schools
offering either driver education or driver training courses
Bleven Comprehensive Services in Driver Education and
Training .
A suggested plan to follow in preparing a driver education
and driver training course.
Driver Education and Training in High Schools . 1945 5 pp.
Stresses the need and value of driver education and driver
training courses.
Driver Education and Training Manual . 1945, 176 pp
.
A manual for high school teachers of driver education and
driver training.
Driver Testing Devices. 1945, 8 pp • Free.
Description of driver tests available. Good for selection
of tests. Illustrated.
Driver Training Reduces Traffic Accidents One-Half .
1946, 18pp

A comprehensive study evaluating driver training for high
school youth, from analyses of the driving records of
3,252 Cleveland High School students.
Digest of Motor Laws
,
Fourteenth Edition, Issued
annually, 112 pp . 50^.
A concise report of the motor vehicle laws in force in
the United States.
Plans for Building Driver Tests . 1946, 27 pp
.
$1.00*
Detailed drawings and instructions for building a number
of driver tests and other devices useful for classroom
instruction.
Presenting a Plan for Training, Drivers Through High School
and Home Cooperation 1946, 4 pp,, Free.
Answers educators’ objections to presenting a driver
education and driver training program 0
Selection and Preparation of a College Instructor for
Offering Driver Education and Training for High School
Teachers. 1947, 4 pp • Free.
Presents the qualifications of the instructor to be
selected.
State Regulation of Safety Education in the United States.
1947, 39 pp. Free.
A summary of the safety regulations in the United States.

216
Suggested Films for Driver Education and Training. 1947,
6 pp. Free.
A list of useful Visual Aids in driver education and
driver training courses.
"Top 11 Quality Driver Training. 1946, 4 pp . Free.
Presents a list of services offered by the American Auto-
mobile Association to high schools.
Why Have Driver Education and Training Courses in High
Schools? 1947, 4 pp. Free.
Presents the effective possibilities of driver education
and driver training.
The Eno Foundation for Highway Traffic Control, Saugatuck,
Connecticut
•
Traffic Safety Education. 1946, 68 pp . Free.
Presents the educational activities that have been
most effective in reducing accidents.
The Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Michigan.
Esper, Al., How To Be an Expert Driver. 1947, 22 pp.
Free.
An illustrated booklet showing the proper and safe
ways of driving. A "right and wrong" quiz is in-
cluded.
Operator's Manual 1948 Ford Passenger Car. 1947, 39
pp. Free.
Presents the proper manner of operating a Ford
Automobile
..
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General Motors Corporation, Detroit, Michigan*
A B C's of Hand Tools, 1945, 49 pp . Free.
Demonstrates the correct usage and. care of hand tools.
We Drivers. 1947, 37 pp • Free*
A series of brief discussions on d riving, dedicated
to the safety, comfort and pleasure of the motoring
public.
Why Preventive Maintenance* 1942, 17 pp* Free*
Shov/s the fallacy of delayed maintenance practices*
National Commission on Safety Education of the National
Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth Street, Northwest,
Washington 6, D. C*
Let*s Teach Driving* 1947, 135 pp . 50/.
An administrative guidebook which tells why, what,
and how our high schools can contribute to the
solution of our traffic accident problem*
Minimum Standards for School Buses. 1946, 54 pp . 30/
Contains certain minimum uniform standards for safety
and economy in school bus construction.
National Conservation Bureau, 60 John Street, New York
City, New York*
An Amateur Teaches Driver Education. 1945, 8 pp*
Free.
Presents the idea that driver education can be taught
in the classroom with good results by an intelligent

and resourceful teacher, with little or no previous
experience or preparation in this field.
A New Approach to Driver Education. 1S45, 15 pp.
Free •
Stresses the need for the driver training part of
the driver education program.
Behind the Wheel. 1947, 37 pp . Free.
A guide designed to assist those who will give road
training to prospective drivers, notably high-school
students who are enrolled in classroom driver edu-
cation courses offered by schools.
Building Driver Testing Devices and Using Driver
Tests . 1947, 27 pp . Free.
A manual designed to provide assistance to the
teacher in the use of tests and testing in the
high-school driver education program.
National Council for the Social Studies, 1201 Sixteenth
Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
Motor Vehicle Transportation in American Life.
1945, 55 pp . 30^.
Resource units prepared for teachers. Gives
suggested methods from which to build a teaching
unit •
National Education Association of the United States,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
.J
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Visual Aids in Safety Education: Supplement 1942,
59 pp . 25^.
Information about each film includes the size of
the film, the type, sound or silent, number of
reels, projection time, kodachrome or black and
white, source, charge for use, school level for which
it is best suited, and a critical annotation.
National Safety Council, 20 North Wacker Driver, Chicago
6, Illinois,
Accident Pacts. 1947, 97 pp . 1-9S copies 50p;
100 or more 40^.
A detailed analysis of accidents.
Neyhart, Amos E., Administrative Head, Institute of
Public
Safety, Teh Pennsylvania State College.
Prom the Driver’s Viewpoint-The Pedestrian Hazard.
1946, 9pp,
Summary of the driver’s attitude toward pedestrians.
Is Driver Education the Responsibility of the Schools?
1946, 8 pp.
It is the school’s job to see that all drivers are
correctly taught.
Psychophysical Tests for Testing, Selecting and
Training Drivers. 1944, 15 pp
.
A study of the driver’s mental, physical and emotional
characteristics. Appropriate remedies are suggested.

Neyhart, Arnos E.
Safety Education in the Schools. 1S46, 9 pp.
An aid in preparing students to shoulder their
future responsibilities in the motor age.
Teaching Adults to Drive. 1939, 3 pp
•
Discusses the essentials of an effective driver
training program.
Teaching Tomorrow’s Drivers Today! 1946, 7 pp*
A study offering suggestions for improving the
driving record of youth®
Young Illiterates of the Highway. 1945, 3 pp*
Offers suggestions for training today to save
lives tomorrow*
The President’s Highway Safety Conference, Washington,D .C
•
Immediate Coal and Action Program. 1947, 52 pp.
20^.
Presents in organized form the educational, enforce-
ment and engineering policies and techniques which,
continuously applied, will reduce the traffic
accidents
•
Report on Committee of Education. 1946, 27 pp. 10^.
This report was organized to create awareness of the
problem and to serve as a guide in defining respons-
ibilities and suggesting principles for supervis-
ing a sound program of traffic safety education*
(t
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The President’s Highway Safety Conference, 7009 Federal
Work’s Building, Washington, D. C#
Action Program. 1947, 11 pp.
In brief ques tion-and-answer form the main facts
about the objectives of the Action Program,
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
War Department Technical Manual TM 21-500, 1945,
45 pp •
Contains an outline of the steps necessary to select
and train driver instructors, and to select, train,
and supervise drivers.
War Department Technical Manual Tlvl 21-505, 1944,
146 pp.
For sale by the Supt. of Documents, Washington,
25, D. C,
A driver's manual.
United States Army, Office of the Quartermaster General,
The
War Department, Y/ashington, D. C,
Pre-Induction Driver Education in Schools and
Colleges, 1943, 97 pp,
Basic training notes for school administrators
and teachers in the pre-inductiondriver education.
State Departments of Education.
State Department of Education, Augusta, Maine,
• •
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A Syllabus of Instruction in Driver Education and
Training * 1S47, 41 pp.
A suggested outline for teaching a course in
driver instruction.
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Registry of Motor
Vehicles, 100 Nashua Street, Boston, Mass.
Instructional Material in Pre-Driver Education for
High School Teachers of Massachusetts. 1946, 16 pp.
)
This booklet of instructional material has been pre-
pared to arouse the interest of school officials on
the subject of driver education.
The Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Spotlight . November
1947, 14 pp.
Report of the driver education workshop sponsored by
the Registrar of Motor Vehicles.
State of Mississippi, Commissioner of Public Safety and
Motor Vehicle Comptroller, Jackson, Mississippi.
Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol . 1946, 32 pp.
A driver’s hand book.
Rules of the Road. 1946, 62 pp.
A summary of the motor vehicle laws of the state
of Mississippi.
State of Minnesota, Department of Education and Department
of Highways, St. Paul, Minnesota.
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Lessons in Traffic Safety * 1946, 110 pp
May be used as a basic text in conjunction with the
units on Traffic Safety in the ninth grade of the
Junior High School Course of Study in Health and
Safety*
State of Nebraska, Department of Public Instruction,
State Capitol, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety in Nebraska
High Schools * 1948, 9 pp*
Suggestions and recommendations for the teaching
of driver education and driver training*
State of Ohio, Department of Education and Department
of Highways, Columbus, Ohio.
Driver Education and Training in the High School .
1945, 92 pp.
A teacher’s manual.
State of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations, Regis-
try of Motor Vehicles, Providence, Rhode Island*
Traffic Accident Statistics for 1946 . 1947, 5 pp.
Analysis summary of motor vehicle accidents.
State of Wisconsin, Department of Public Instruction and
Motor Vehicle Department, Madison, Wisconsin.
Driver Education Procedure . 1948, . 23 pp.
A manual for school administrators and instructors
.*
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AAA Dual Control Cars Assigned as of November 10 1 1947
ALABAMA (13)
Ensley
Fairfield
Homewood (3)
Hueytown
Leeds
Morris
Powderly
Russellville
Sulligent
Trussville
Vernon
ARIZONA (16)
Ajo
Bisbee
Benson
Flagstaff
Glendale
Jerome
Morenci
Phoenix (2)
St. Johns
Tuscon (3)
Willcox
Winslow
Yuma
ARKANSAS (5)
Cabot
El Paso
Jacksonville
Little Rock
Ward
CALIFORNIA (37)
Albany
Areata
Auburn
Cambria
Campbell
Chino
Claremont
Compton
Crescent City
Crockett
El Segundo
CALIFORNIA (cont.)
Glendale (2)
Grossmont
Hanford
Hayward
Inglewood
LaVerne
Lawndale
Los Angeles
Madera
Monrovia
North Hollywood
Roseville
Salinas (2)
San Diego
San Jose (2)
Santa Monica
Santa Ynez
Tulare
Turlock
Van Nuys
Vallejo
Watsonville
Whittier
COLORADO (6)
Denver (4)
Longmont
Trinidad
CONNECTICUT (2)
Greenwich (2)
FLORIDA (11)
Bradenton
Ft. Lauderdale
Miami (3)
Miami Beach
Plant City
Sarasota
Tampa (3)
GEORGIA (4)
Atlanta
Decatur
LaFayette
Rome
IDAHO (3)
Boise
Lapwai
Meridian
ILLINOIS (27)
Csrbondale
Normal
Urbana
Winnetka
INDIANA (10)
'^Blooming ton (2)
Columbia City
Evansville
Hammond
Jasper
La fayette
Rushville
W. Lafayette
Whiting
IOWA (14)
Ames (2)
Des Moines
Eldora
Grundy Center
Hampton
Independence
0 ska loose
Rockwell City
Sioux City
Story Cit}r
Washington
W. Des Moines
Winterset
KANSAS (18)
Abilene
Augusta
Belleville
Bonner Springs
Coffeyville
Dodge City
Ellis
Hoisington
Iola
Traffic Engineering & Safety Dept., American Automobile
Association, ’Washington, D.C.
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2KANSAS ( c ont
•
)
Junction City
Lawrence (2)
Leavenworth
Meade
Merriam
Phillipsburg
Pittsburgh
Topeka
KENTUCKY (6)
Lexington (2)
Fort Thomas
Louisv ille (2)
Murray
LOUISIANA (3)
Shreveport (2)
Thibodaux
MAINE (6)
Hovilton
Madison
Millinocket
Portland
So. Portland
Skowhegan
MARYLAND (17)
Bel Air
Bethesda
Clarksville
Dams scus
Ellicott City
Elkridge
Gaithersburg
Helen
McDonogh
Poolesville
Rockville
Silver Spring
Upper Marlboro
MASSACHUSETTS
Be imont
Brockton
Plymouth
Springfield
MICHIGAN (41)
Allegan
Augusta
Benton Harbor
Berkley
Big Rapids
Center Line
Crystal Falls
E. Grand Rapids
Ecorse
Grand Haven
Highland Park
Howard City
Iron Mountain
Iron River
Lake Linden
Lakeview
L’Anse
Lowell
Ludington
Marquette
Midland
Mt . Clemens
Mt. Pleasant
Muni s ing
Niles
N. Muskegon
Olivet
Otsego
Port Huron
Powers
Rapid River
Reed City
Rock
Rockford
Royal Oak
St. Joseph
Sturgis
Twining
Wayne
Wyandotte
(5) Ypsilanti
(4) MINNESOTA
Austin
Battle Lake
Breckenridge
Detroit Lakes
MINNESOTA (cont.)
"Duluth
Fergus Falls
Mound
Mountain Iron
Mt . Lake
Pine City
Red Wing
Rochester
Thief River Falls
Worthington
MISSISSIPPI (1)
Mi ze
MISSOURI (29)
Affton
Ava
Buffalo
Cabool
Camer on
Carthage
Clayton
Excelsior
Springs
Hamilton
Houston
Iberia
Kansas City (3)
Kirksville
Lebanon
Lee’s Summit
Lexington
Liberty
Marceline
Mt. Vernon
Normandy
N. Kansas City
Overland
Perry
University City
'
( 2 )
Wellston
(14' West Plains
MONTANA (7)
Billings
. «
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MONTANA (cont.)
Bozeman
Chinook
Cut Bank
Helena
Poison
Thompson Falls
NEBRASKA (l)
Tecumseh
NEW HAMPSHIRE (6)
Berlin
”
Concord
Exeter
Keene
Laconia
Rochester
NEW JERSEY (14)
Bayonne (2)
Bloomfield
Butler
Camden ( 2
)
Chs tham
Clifton
Irvington
Madison
Montclair
New Brunswick
Penns Grove
Ramsey
NEW MEXICO (1)
Carlsbad
NEW YORK (45)
Albany
Batavia
Bay Shore
Binghamton
Brooklyn
Canandaigua
Canastota
Deposit
NEW YORK (cont.)
Dobbs' Ferry (2)
East Aurora
Floral Park
Garden City
Glen Cove
Great Neck
Hancock
Herkimer
Horne 11
Ithaca
Jame s town
Kenmore
Long Beach
Mahopac
Mamaroneck
Manhasset
Middle port
North Tarrytown
Ossining
Oswego
Pearl River
Pine Bush
Port Washington
Poughkeepsie
Rockville Centre
Roslyn Heights
Rye
Salamanca
Schnectady (2)
Suffern
Walden
Weedsport
White Plains (2)
Whitesboro
NORTH CAROLINA (11)
Black Creek
Boone
Dobson
Laurinburg
Lucama
Mt. Holly
Saratoga
Stantonsburg
Wilson (2)
NORTH CAROLINA
( cont,
)
*
Winston-Salem
NORTE DAKOTA (2)
Grand Forks
Wahpeton
OHIO (5)
Ansonia
Oxford (2)
Poland
Wooster
OKLAHOMA (26)
Ardmore
BIxby
Bristow
Broken Arrow
Catoosa
Chattanooga
Chelsea
Collinsville
Durant (2)
Edmond
Grove
Guthrie
Kellyville
Maimi
Muskogee
Pryor
S8nd Springs
Seminole
Sperry
Stillwater
Stillwell
Tahlequah
Tulsa (2)
Westville
OREGON (27)
Baker
Bend
Clatskanie
Corvallis
Cottage Grove
.v
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4OREGON (cont.) PENNSYLVANIA (cont.) TEXAS (cont. )
Eugene Merion Dallas
Forest Grove Millersburg Deport
Gresham Mt. Carmel Lames
a
Hillsboro Mt • Lebanon Port Neches
Hood River (2) Munhall Sour
Klamath Falls New Castle Temple
LaGrande Palmerton Waco
Lakeview Perkasie
Milton Philadelphia (2) UTAH (5)
Newberg Pittsburgh (3) Kaysville
Oregon City Pottstown Logan
Pendleton Shillington Ogden (2)
Rainier Snow Shoe Sandy
Roseburg Souderton
Salem (2) Southampton VERMONT (3)
Springfield State College Fair Haven
St. Helens Tyrone Rutland
Tillamook Wayne (2) Springfield
West Linn West Lawn
Woodburn West View VIRGINIA (11
Wilkes-Barre (2) Arlington
PENNSYLVANIA (52) Farnham
Aliquippa RHODE ISLAND (11) Hague
Allentown Bri stol Norfolk (2)
Bellefonte E. Greenwich Princess Anne
Ben Avon E. Providence Richmond (2)
Bloomsburg Johnston Staunton
Carlisle Pawtucket Suffolk
Clarion Wakefield Waverly
Coatesville Warren
Conemaugh Warwick WASHINGTON (19)
Conshohocken W. Warwick Battle Ground
Cornwells Heights Wickford Burlington
Danville Woonsocket Camas
Fleetv/ood Centralia
Greenville SOUTH CAROLINA (3) Enumclaw
Hatfield Columbia Ferndale
Jenkintown Florence Gig Harbor
Johnstown (2) Spartanburg Kirkland
Kane Longview
Lancaster (2) TENNESSEE (4) Monroe
Lansdale Adamsville Renton
Lehighton Chattanooga Ritzville
Lewistown Kingsport Seattle
Manheim Memphis Snohomish
Media Snoqualmie
TEXAS (8) South Bend
Crockett
1 .
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5WASHINGTON ( cont
.
)
Spokane (2)
Stanwood
WEST VIRGINIA (12)
Blacksville
Follansbee
Hamlin
Masontown
Morgantown (3)
Point Pleasant
Princeton
Terra Alta
Wellsburg
Wheeling
WISCONSIN (5)
Eau Claire (2)
Racine (2)
Wausau
WYOMING (1)
Rawlins
Total Cars Assigned (566)
. rr '
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
REGISTRY OP MOTOR VEHICLES
100 Nashua Street
Boston 14
This certifies that has
completed a course of classroom instruction in Driver
Education and Training and has passed the examination
prescribed.
This certificate will exempt the holder from taking
the oral examination when applying for a Massachusetts
license to operate motor vehicles. The applicant will,
however, be required to pass the customary eye and road
tests*
Rudolph F. King
School Registrar of Motor Vehicles
City Principal or Instructor
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To the Parents of
Your son (daughter) has filed an application to
take the auto driving courses at Newton High School.
The following aims will be considered:
1. To develop skillful and safe drivers.
2. To stimulate constructive attitudes 8nd habits
on the road.
3. To educate drivers in observance of motor
vehicle and traffic laws.
4. To curb certain irresponsible tendencies
among drivers.
The course will consist of classroom lectures and
discussions; road work in a dual control car; a knowledge
of the car and its mechanical safety features; the rules
of the road; and safe driving practices. The north side
of Commonwealth Avenue between Exeter and Temple Streets,
and East Side Parkway, opposite the Chabot School, will
be used as the Driver-Training Area. These roads will
be properly marked and set aside by the Newton Police
Department.
There will be no expense to any boy or girl of the
Newton High School who is accepted for this course. Each
student must be 16 years of age and have one full block
of study periods per week. It is expected that on satis-
factory completion of all work the pupil will immediately
.:
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apply to the Registry of Motor Vehicles for a Massachu-
setts driver’s test.
Mr. Edwin H. Wiest, a member of the Newton High
School Staff, will be the instructor for both the class-
room and the road work. The course will last for 18
weeks, snd one point will be given at the completion of
the course.
Insurance has been arranged to adequately cover
any accident that could possibly occur.
If you wish to have your son (daughter) enter this
course, and accept these conditions, sign and return to
the Newton High School.
To: Newton High School:
We hereby give approval for our son (daughter)
to take the Driving Course offered by the Newton High
School.
Signed by (Father)
Signed by (Mother)
.•
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CERTIFICATE FOR TEACHING
This is to certify that
has satisfactorily passed the short
training course for teachers in
DRIVER EDUCATION AND TRAINING
consisting of at least thirty clock hours of (1)
regular attendance at lectures and demonstrations
and participation in classroom discussions and
activities; (2) preparation of supplementary aids
for use in teaching "Sportsmanlike Driving"; (3)
special study of some subject in the field of
driver education and training; (4) observation and
practice in teaching automobile driving.
Offered by
At Date__
and, if otherwise duly qualified, is now prepared
to offer courses in "Sportsmanlike Driving."
Instructor
.


Date Due

